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ABSTRACT
COPING WITH WAR ENFORCED SEPARATION: A PILOT STUDY ON THE ACCOUNT BY
WIVES OF PUERTO RICAN CIVILIAN SOLDIERS
SEPTEMBER 1998
ILIA M. APELLANIZ, B.A., UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO
M.A., NEW SCHOOL FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH
ED.D, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Brunilda de Le6n

This study documents how spouses of Puerto Rican National Guard soldiers appraise
the impact of war deployment and separation on their family lives. It examines the coping
strategies they found most useful in adjusting to the demands of separation during 1989's
Persian Gulf conflict. A combination of quantitative and qualitative methods is used in this study.
Emotional tension, concern about their husband's safety and having to assume new
family roles and household responsibilities without their husbands' support for such a prolonged
period of time were reported by wives as the most distressing aspects of separation. In contrast
to women who reported having a satisfactory marital relationship, informants who described their
marital relationship as poor evaluated the actual period of separation as less distressing than
previous periods of military enforced separation.
Overall, women in this study were resourceful and strongly committed to overcome the
obstacles faced by their families during separation. Coping strategies aimed at maintaining
united families were found to be extremely helpful in adapting to separation.

Religious values, a

positive outlook on life events, and support from family members also contributed to strengthen
their capacity to endure separation.
Traditional cultural values and social expectations of Puerto Rican women served the
respondents' as instrumental guidelines for adapting to the demands and strains of prolonged
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separation. Implications of these findings for planning intervention and support services for
military families are discussed.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The military family is influenced by a multitude of stressors related and, in many cases,
unique to military life (Hunter, 1982). One of the most widely recognized and documented
stressors in military family research is the prolonged separations of the service member from the
family during wartime. Independently from how well the service member and the military family
are prepared for deployment, there are likely to be problems and stresses encountered during
separation. Forced separations create stress on military families due to the increase in
caretaking and household responsibilities, the loss of emotional support from the departing
family member, the threat that the service member may be killed or wounded, the need to move
off-post and relinquish ties to the military community when these are most needed, the need to
create new support systems, and the readjustment of roles upon family reunion (Kelley, 1994).
In general, military family research has demonstrated that separation of the service member due
to war, overseas and repeated short-term assignments, can have a significant effect upon the
family and the emotional health of its members (Hunter, 1982).
The negative consequences of short and long-term separation on the physical,
emotional and social well-being of military wives have been amply documented in numerous
studies (Bey & Lange, 1974; Say, 1968; Frances & Gale, 1973; Gonzalez, 1970; Macintosh,
1968; Nice, 1979; Smith, 1967; Snyder, 1978; Hunter, 1982). Underscored in much of this
literature, however, is the remarkable capacity military families have to adapt to separation.
Although attempts have been made to identify coping patterns associated with military wives'
adaptation to separation (Kelley, 1994; McCubbin, Dahl, Lester, Benson, &
Robertson, 1976; Rosen, Westhuis, & Teitelbaum, 1994; Wexler & McGrath, 1991), there is no
clear consensus as to why some wives are more successful than others in adjusting to the
stresses of military forced separation.
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Moreover, documentation on how military wives and families from different military,
cultural and social backgrounds differ in their perceptions, and adjustment to separation is still
limited. Military family research in the past has been based almost exclusively on traditional
Caucasian, middle-class families, and usually the families of officers. Research on families of
enlisted personnel, single, dual career military members, and families from different ethnic and
military backgrounds has been uncommon in military family research. This limited attention to
diverse groups is surprising considering that enlisted personnel and their spouses are very likely
to be members of an ethnic minority group (McCubbin, 1995), are young (Defense Manpower
Data Center, 1985), have less exposure to marriage and to military life, and are thus more likely
to be vulnerable and less prepared to cope with separation and other built-in stresses of military
life (Rosen et al., 1994).
Another segment of the military population which might be more susceptible to problems
and stressor encountered during war deployment and separation are members of the Reserve
and National Guard and their families. Although reservists and active-duty soldiers face
common sources of stress and demands, there are several factors that might undermine the
reservists' and their families' capacity to cope successfully with war-related challenges. For
many guard members and their families the military is a secondary occupation that allows them
to earn a supplemental income, acquire a pension or educational benefits, and procure a paid
opportunity to relate to other people away from their routine responsibilities of work and family
life. Due to their civilian and non-active duty military role, many reserve and guard members,
and their families have very limited active-duty military experience and training in the hardships
and stresses common to war deployment and separation (Dunning, 1993). Moreover, the fact
that many families of reservists are not closely connected to military bases limits their access to
services and support available to active-duty personnel and their dependents (Rabb, Baumer &
Wieseler, 1993). Research on how reservists and their families adjust to separation, however, is
scarce (Rabb, Baurmer & Wieseler, 1993).
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Purpose of the Study
In 1990 approximately 227,000 reservists were called to active duty in Operation Desert
Storm/Shield. Puerto Rico's National Guard deployed the fifth largest number of National Guard
troops in the nation (Phelps de Cbrdova, 1992). Troops from eleven units of the Puerto Rico
National Guard participated in Desert Storm operations.
While routine separations are not uncommon to guard families, many of these
servicemen and their families for the first time were exposed to war deployment and separation.
Many guard members had very limited active duty and combat experience, and probably few
had ever considered the possibility of being part of a war deployment. As reported by Dunning
(1993), some reserve and guard members were unprepared to deal with the military
responsibilities and stresses associated with active service during the Persian Gulf.
Although Puerto Rican and other Hispanic soldiers have consistently contributed to the
United States army in a variety of domestic and international conflicts (including World War II,
the Vietnam War and, more recently, the Persian Gulf War), research on how these families
adapt to separation and other stresses common to military lifestyle has been rare.
The purpose of this study was to document the impact, reactions, and significance, that
war-induced separation had on spouses of Puerto Rico National Guard members during the
1990's Persian Gulf conflict. This study places particular attention on the coping strategies that
spouses found most helpful while separated from their husbands during the Persian
Gulf conflict.

Significance and Rationale
Understanding which factors facilitate Reserve and National Guard families' adaptation
to the stresses of forced separations is now more important than ever (Rosen & Durand, 1995;
Segal & Harris, 1993). The downsizing trends in the military, its changing role in international
peace-keeping affairs, the increasing number of soldiers from minority groups, the emerging role
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of reservists as support personnel, and the need to integrate active duty and reserve soldiers
into a cohesive fighting force presents new challenges for policy making and the planning of
service programs. The military has to re-evaluate its capacity to meet the needs of its members
and families from different social, cultural and military service backgrounds.
The 1989's deployment of Puerto Rican service members to the Persian Gulf offered an
opportunity to examine the coping experience of a Puerto Rican group in their native setting
without the confounding effects of acculturation variables which influence other Puerto Rican
and/or Hispanic servicemen living in the United States.
This study provides insights into the constraints, needs and changes that war-induced
separation imposed on the lives of a particular group of spouses of Puerto Rican National Guard
service members. An examination of the forces that shaped these women's perceptions and
coping efforts while separated from their husbands deserves attention for several reasons.
First, it can generate valuable data for planning culturally sensitive policies and service
programs to meet the needs of Puerto Rican military wives and families in times of separation.
Second, given the scarcity of military research on this population, data generated from this study
could serve as a basis for future studies on the impact that stressors unique to a military lifestyle
have on Puerto Rican service members and their families. Third, and at a more general level,
this study could provide initial parameters for comparing the ways Puerto Rican women interpret
and respond to different separation situations.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

As the number of married soldiers, single parents and dual-military couples in the Army
increases, the impact of military life on the family becomes an issue of concern to the military.
The military organization has gradually recognized the critical influence that military spouses
have not only on the retention and re-enlistment of service members, but also on their ability to
respond to calls of alert, deployment and combat duties.
A key element in the soldier's readiness for deployment is the military spouse's capacity
to assume all the family roles and responsibilities necessary to maintain a functional family unit
(Campbell, et al., 1991). Problems at home during deployment are the main focus of concern
for soldiers while they are away from their families (Segal & Harris, 1993).
Notwithstanding the importance of the way a military wife copes with war-induced
separation has on both the soldier's and the military unit's preparedness for deployment, most
recent research efforts have been largely devoted to measuring readiness of the service
member among different units. Few systematic studies (Kelly, 1994; Milgram & Bar, 1993;
Rosen, Westhuis & Teitelbaum, 1994) have examined what factors affect the military spouse's
readiness and ability to cope with the demands and stresses faced during war enforced
separation.
Studies that examine how the remaining partner and family cope with the demands of
war deployment and separation are reviewed in this chapter. The following questions direct the
review of literature: What strategies do military spouses find most useful for coping with
separation during wartime? Which factors account for variations in coping strategies used by
spouses? What are the purposes of specific coping strategies used during different stages of
separation?
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Overview of Military Separation Research
Drawing from Hill's (1949) work on family separation and reunion, and their own family
stress theory, McCubbin and his associates marked the lead in military family coping research.
Four fundamental premises from family stress theory have underscored their investigations: 1)
that coping behavior is an important dimension of the family’s adaptation to stress (Burr, 1973);
2) that coping is "something more than the mere absence of maladaptive or pathological
behaviors” (McCubbin, Dahl, Lester & Ross, 1975, p. 470); 3) that families differ considerably in
their ability to cope (Hill, 1949); and, 4) that coping behavior can be measured. From this
perspective, McCubbin, et. al., (1976) studied the adjustment of 47 families of servicemen
missing in action during the Vietnam conflict to delineate the range of coping patterns wives
employed in response to prolonged separation, and to identify predictor variables associated
with each pattern. Families were drawn from a representative sample of Army, Navy & Marine
corps families of servicemen missing in action and from select volunteer Air Force families who
were part of a longitudinal study initiated by the investigators in 1972.
Coping responses were measured by McCubbin and his associates (1976) using a selfreport inventory of behaviors that participant wives perceived to be helpful or not helpful, in
coping with the stresses encountered during the separation period. In order to isolate the group
of variables that best explain the variability in coping patterns, the investigators analyzed
longitudinal data collected in 1972. Using factor analysis they were able to categorize the wives'
responses into six main coping patterns, namely: 1) seeking resolution and expressing feelings;
2) maintaining family integrity; 3) establishing autonomy and family ties; 4) reducing anxiety; 5)
establishing independence through self-development; and, 6) maintaining the past and
dependence on religion. It is interesting to note that different configurations of these coping
patterns were also found to be used in other separation circumstances such as routine,
noncombat deployment (McCubbin, Boss, Wilson & Lester, 1980), nonmilitary job assignments
of corporate executives (Boss, McCubbin & Lester, 1979), and on police officers (Maynard,
Maynard, McCubbin & Sho, 1980).
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In a subsequent review of his work, McCubbin (1979) found that the wives' perception of
coping patterns varied as a function of the length and frequency of separation and the context of
occurrence (e. g.; peacetime, wartime). Military wives directed their coping efforts at
maintaining the emotional well-being of the family, establishing more permanent changes in
family organization, and getting involved in activities with the military community in situations of
prolonged separation. In his analysis McCubbin argued, however, that certain coping patterns
such as the wives' ability to develop and become self-sufficient involved more generalized
coping behaviors which appear to be essential in any separation situation, independent of the
type and length of the separation. McCubbin also revealed that independent of the degree of
helpfulness the wives attributed to the different coping patterns, most were highly functional.
The coping strategies employed by wives protected and maintained the emotional stability of the
family and its members; solved the immediate problems that accompany the stressor; and,
secured social support from the community, friends and extended family.
The temporal stability of the coping patterns identified by McCubbin and his colleagues,
and the junctures at which these group of behaviors emerge merit further investigation. During
the Persian Gulf mobilization Wexler and McGrath (1991) analyzed self-reports from 100 wives
who had been away from their husbands from 1 to 3 weeks. Data from their pilot study
suggested that peak stress occurs between the first and third week of separation, and
diminishes after the third week. Other investigators have reported that the period immediately
before deployment and prior to the return date are also very difficult for both the service member
and his family (Bey and Lange, 1974; Black, 1993). However, most of these conclusions are
based on anecdotes and clinical observations. The systematic examination of the strategies
that help families cope with the separation prior to departure, during separation, and after the
service members’ return might allow investigators to examine the conditions under which
specific coping strategies work and how they change or persist over time.
McCubbin's research (McCubbin, Dahl, Lester, and Ross, 1975) provides a preliminary
scheme for assessing the coping behavior of family members and examining the stability of
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coping patterns across situations. The notions that some coping behaviors are more general
and can transcend different kinds of situations and that a wide range of coping can serve
specific adaptive functions seem particularly useful in generating hypotheses for future
investigations on how wives cope with separation, and other stressors as well. However, as
applied to the military it is still unclear which wives, with what characteristics, and facing what
types of demands are they likely to employ certain coping patterns (over others) to help them
endure separation. Further study is needed to determine how coping patterns relate to: 1) the
military spouse's appraisal of the separation event, 2) the resources she brings into the situation
and 3) the accumulation (pile-up) of demands and strains that are present at the time that
separation occurs.
A major limitation common to McCubbin's studies is that the efficacy of each coping
pattern is inferred on the basis of the wives' report of the helpfulness of the patterns. Since no
other measures were used, it is difficult to determine the criteria wives used for evaluating the
coping patterns and how were these coping strategies helpful or under what circumstances were
certain coping patterns more helpful than others.

Cooing With War Induced Separation
Military family coping research has looked at family background variables as a source of
variability in wives' choice of coping responses. Factors associated with the family that have
been examined include: husband and wife demographic characteristics; family characteristics
related to the family structure (e.g., stage of family life cycle, marital satisfaction); and separation
experiences (e.g., prior experience with separations, significance of deployment for the family,
actions taken to prepare for separation).

Wife and Husband Demographic Characteristics
Based on their analysis of longitudinal data on families adapting to prolonged warinduced separation, McCubbin, et. al. (1975) reported that the choice of coping patterns
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depended largely on background variables related to the wife, the husband, the marriage, and
the family. Investigators found that wives and husbands who had fewer years of formal
education and educational achievements, but who were basically committed to the military way
of life, were more likely to value either coping behaviors aimed at maintaining family integrity or
those which encourage of independence through self development. On the other hand, wives
who had greater educational achievements and employable skills, who felt less satisfaction with
military life, and who experienced legal problems during separation, were more likely to favor
mechanisms to become independent from the military while also maintaining family ties as their
way of strengthening their ability to endure the stresses of separation.
In general, wives’ successful adjustment to separation has been associated with their
ability to be alone and their “willingness to try new approaches to problem resolution, to assume
an appearance of effectiveness, and utilize the support of more experienced wives” (Hunter,
1982, p. 34). The ability to reach out to others has been consistently linked to the military wife's
successful adjustment to the separation experience (Hayles & Nobles, 1978; McCubbin, Hunter,
& Metres, 1974; Montalvo, 1976).
In contrast to studies of successful coping, several studies have suggested that wives
who had the most difficulty coping with war-induced separation tended to be younger (Blount,
Curry & Lubin, 1992; Boyton & Pierce, 1978; Snyder, 1978; Rosen et al., 1994). As documented
by Hunter (1982), younger wives tend to adopt more subordinate dependent roles in the family,
exhibit poor communication, feel less secure about the quality of their marital relationship, have
limited experience with life in the military, and tend to undervalue the need to strengthen the
family's resources in order to endure the stresses of separation. On the other hand, their
spouses tend to be less mature, have less exposure to the demands of military life, distrust
military support services and their families' ability to cope without them. These characteristics,
according to Hunter, appear to be common in families that are particularly vulnerable to the
stress of separation.
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A report from a study conducted on the effect of separation on men sent to the Sinai on
a peacekeeping mission ("Keeping Peace", 1983) also revealed that young wives, who were
recently married, reported moderate or severe difficulties in coping with any degree of
frequency. Rosen, et. al., (1994) analyzed data from a mailed surveyed completed by 1,274
spouses of Army servicemen who were mobilized to the Persian Gulf. Results from their study
also corroborated clinical impressions that young spouses tended to cope less well than most
spouses, but suggested that age alone does not explain why spouses were having problems.
They found that the number of years couples were married and the number of years that
couples were in the Army correlated strongly with age.
These findings are consistent with earlier reports by Cavan and Ranck (1938) which
suggested that; a) wives who experienced previous separations tend to adapt better to current
separation; and, b) well-organized families tend to cope better with repeated stress.
Concomitantly, a descriptive study by Rienerth (1978) suggested that the first military induced
family separation for young and recently married couples is the most traumatic. All of these
findings suggest an association between the family's ability to cope with the separation and the
family's previous exposure to separation, its ability for problem resolution, and its exposure to
married life and the military way of living.
Families of enlisted, lower-ranking service members who have had less exposure to
marriage and military life are thus more likely to be vulnerable and less prepared to cope with
separation and other built-in stresses of military life. Surprisingly, the majority of military family
studies have gathered data on officers or higher-ranking military members (Defense Manpower
Data Center, 1985). Clearly, more research is needed on families of enlisted, lower-ranking
service members.

Family Background Characteristics
As reported by McCubbin, et. al. (1975) the best predictor of how military wives cope
with prolonged separation is their satisfaction with the marriage before the separation, and their
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history of marital conflicts before the separation. Independent of rank, age, and education,
wives who reported less satisfaction with their marriage before and during the separation, and
who manifested a greater number of symptoms of tension were found to be more likely to
choose coping mechanisms aimed at reducing anxiety. On the other hand, wives who reported
minimal marital conflict and marriage satisfaction favored expressing their personal feelings
(e.g., angry feelings toward the military) and getting involved in activities designed to find out
about their husbands’ status as their way of adapting to the prolonged separation. These wives
who viewed their marriages as satisfactory, felt that compatibility and communication were their
family strengths, and were not likely to face many legal problems during separation.
McCubbin, et. al’s (1975) findings support results from earlier studies (Hill, 1949)
suggesting that having a strong and satisfactory marital relationship before separation,
enhances the wife's ability to overcome the stresses of separation. These findings also
underscore the notion of accumulation of events which implies that stressors do not necessarily
impact upon people directly but may, instead, exert their effects through a wider context of
accumulated life strains (e.g., marital conflict) which overlap over time (McCubbin & Patterson,
1983).
Another aspect of family living related to coping in military research has been the
family's stage of development. According to Hunter (1982) most research in this area has
focused more on how changes in maternal coping behavior affects children from different ages
and gender. Only one study was found in the literature which relates the family's childbearing
stage of development with the family's adjustment to separation. Kelley (1994) examined the
impact of peacetime separation before, during, and after military deployment of servicemen, on
the families' organization, family cohesiveness, disciplinary practices and child behavior. The
sample was composed of 61 mothers of children between 5 and 13 years of age living in
Virginia, whose husbands completed a 6 to 7 month Navy deployment during 1989-1991. Using
analysis of variance, the investigator compared a subset of the sample to 14 spouses of
servicemen who were deployed to the Persian Gulf. Results from the study indicated that
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separation was especially disruptive for families with early school-age children during
deployment. Families with younger children appeared to have more difficulty in maintaining
regular routines during separation than did families with older children.
Although the small size of the sample in Kelley’s (1994) study calls for discrete
interpretation, results point out to differences in families' ability to maintain regular routines
during the separation period as a function of childbearing stage. The question remains,
however, how does the separation and stresses common to the family's stage of development
shape coping behavior? Does the burden of caring for younger children have a direct effect on
the family’s ability to maintain regular routines during separation, or does the new role changes
brought about by separation exacerbate the problems typical of rearing young children and
maintaining family organization during this childbearing stage? Future research needs to
compare the coping behavior patterns of military wives and families at different stages of
development so that more effective counseling and prevention programs be designed to meet
their particular needs.
Findings from Kelley’s (1994) study also reported differences in family coping as a result
of the type of separation. He found that wives of servicemen deployed during the Persian Gulf
War reported less ability to maintain nurturing, cohesive family environments than those whose
husbands where deployed due to routine assignments. Kelly’s investigation further suggested
that war-related anxiety, uncertainty about the husband's return and the burden of being both
parents are factors which affect the military's wife ability to maintain a nurturing environment
during wartime deployment.
Military family separation also presents special challenges to non-traditional families
such as single parent families (Orthner & Bowen, 1982). Deployment of the serviceman in
single parent, dual-career families, and families where the wife is the one deployed creates
challenging demands for both the military organization and the family. Making sudden child care
arrangements at the time of relocation or deployment and turning over the custody of military
children can create very stressful situations for the parents, their children and the military
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(Orthner, 1980). However, the impact of separation on non-traditional families has been
overlooked in military family investigations. Past military family research is based exclusively on
the traditional family structure. The absence of research on the impact of separation on nontraditional families seems significant in view of the fact that the military is increasingly being
staffed by single parents (both mothers and fathers), and dual-career families (Defense
Manpower Data Center, 1985).
Another aspect which has received only passing scrutiny has been how the ethnicity of
the military wife and family influence their coping responses. Military wives belonging to minority
groups have been compared to military Caucasian wives in terms of their reactions to
separation, their support networks, and coping strategies. Wexler and McGrath (1991) reported
some significant relationships between ethnicity and military wives' reactions to military
separation. They found that Caucasian women use patriotic feelings to cope with the stress of
separation more than wives belonging to ethnic minority groups. However, these women also
reported more physical and psychological symptoms than wives from minority groups. Minority
wives, on the other hand, felt that their children were psychologically affected at much higher
rates than the Caucasian children. Foreign wives tend to have fewer support networks in the
United States, are less aware of the military system, and less able to function in the United
States due to language barriers. No distinction has been made in these studies as to how the
specific ethnic background of the subjects influences the magnitude and direction of the findings.
Although military family research needs to create a cultural and racially representative
knowledge base, only recently have a few efforts been made in that direction.
McCubbin (1995) conducted an in-depth study of African-American families' resilience to
meeting the challenges of military relocation to a foreign post. Participants in that study were
African-American officers’ and enlisted servicemen’s families who had been relocated from the
United States to Western Europe. In contrast to most studies on military families, standardized
measures of family functioning were administered to the military member and the spouse.
Findings from the study revealed that even when faced with the stress of discrimination (on and
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off the base), and rejection by the European community, African-American families appeared to
adapt to the demands of Army life.
The African-American soldier's view of Army life as one which is manageable, and his
commitment to the Army lifestyle and its demands, played a very significant role in facilitating his
and his family's adaptation. The wife's personal resources (e.g., previous experience in Western
Europe, involvement in community activities, employment status) and her appraisal of the time
the family spends together also emerged as variables which significantly explained variability in
African-American families' adaptation to military relocation.
Although McCubbin's study does not directly address the impact of separation on the
African-American families, it underscores the important role that the family's perception of the
demands imposed by military lifestyle on a foreign post has on the African-American families'
ability to adapt to military relocation overseas. Research on how ethnicity shapes the family's
view of the situation could further contribute to understanding the appraisal and coping
processes involved in the family's adaptation to stress, and in designing service programs and
policies contributing to the quality of life of ethnic minority families in the military.

Military Separation Studies: A Methodological Critique
In an attempt to examine the methodology which characterize empirical studies of family
coping with military induced separation, it is useful to point out some of their methodological
similarities. In general, most of the studies reviewed have relatively small, convenient samples
of military wives. In addition, significant variations exist in the criteria utilized for eligibility of
subjects from study to study in terms of the military branch to which they belong (e.g., Navy,
Army), the type of military assignment provoking the separation, and the length of separation. In
some investigations, for instance, measures were taken one to three weeks after separation
(Wexler and McGrath, 1991), whereas in others some participants have been separated as long
as five years (McCubbin et al., 1976). Variations in sampling criteria and the fact that most of

these studies have used convenient samples limit the generalization of findings and reduce the
validity of comparing results from family coping studies to those from separation studies.
Most of the coping studies reviewed depended on data taken at one point in time, during
or after, the separation period. In light of the findings that family coping behavior can change
over time (McCubbin & Patterson, 1983), and that family adjustment and coping patterns may
vary as a function of the length of separation (Kelley, 1994; McCubbin et al., 1976), it can be
concluded that important information for analysis will be lost unless prospective and longitudinal
coping studies are employed in military family coping research. Prospective research could
allow military family investigators to identify those coping strategies that work best in the event of
military induced separation and how those strategies changed over time.
Moreover, all of the coping studies reviewed relied on self-reports from a single member
of the family, the military wife. That practice raises two important questions related to the
internal validity of these studies. First, are the measures employed measuring coping strategies
of the families, or are they measuring the coping behavior of the participant member? Second,
are those measures assessing coping strategies actually employed by military wives during or
after the separation, or are they measuring the wives’ perception of those strategies they
thought were helpful? These questions are not radically different or more complex than those
still plaguing family stress research in general. Clearly work needs to be done in all fields of
family stress and coping research, including military family coping research, to develop
measures that can assess family level data and methods that support the construct validity of
complex family concepts such as family coping.
In general, studies on family coping with military induced separation seem to differ
primarily in terms of the measures used. Coping scales vary from study to study, and their
development is not based on theory, but on the measurement needs for each study. Moreover,
limited attention has been paid to the reliability and validity of the measurements employed.
In summary, military family separation research has continually identified similar
problems and similar factors related to coping with separation. In situations of prolonged
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separation, variability in coping patterns is explained by differences in family structure, stages of
development, marital history, wife/husband demographics, developmental characteristics and
ethnicity. Characteristics of the stressor event such as length of separation and type of
deployment appear to have no direct effect on the military wives' choice of coping strategy.
However, variations in the stressor event intensify the emotional reactions, the legal problems
and the intra-family strains caused by role changes within and outside the family.
Research on military families coping with separation is scattered and narrowly focused.
In addition, evidence about military families' coping strategies is inconclusive. Most of the
coping studies reviewed: 1) have small and non-representative samples; 2) rely on self reports
from single family members taken at one point in time, usually after or during the separation; 3)
utilize concepts and measures unique to the particular study; and, 4) confine themselves to a
narrow range of situational variations. Again, the constraints of these methodological practices
place limits on the validity and generality of its findings.
Future military family research must look at how families cope with separation (and
other demands from military life), at different periods over their life cycle. Furthermore, the focus
of this area of research should be expanded to examine the separation process among nontraditional military families, military families from different ethnic backgrounds, and families of
reservists and civilian soldiers.

Focus of Study and Research Questions
As suggested in the preceding review of the literature, studies on family coping with
separation in the military have commonly acknowledged coping behavior as a mitigating variable
helping predict respondents’ degree of adaptation. Few studies, however, have documented
what are the coping strategies that wives (or other members of the military family) employ to
manage the demands of military enforced separation. Two main methodological problems have
plagued investigations attempting to identify coping patterns employed by military wives. First,
the efficacy of the coping patterns identified has been inferred and confounded with outcome
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measures of psychological well being. Second, actual usage of the coping strategies assessed
has been inferred on the basis of the wives' report of the helpfulness of those coping modes. In
addition to self-reports, no other measures have been used to determine what factors influence
the family member's appraisal of the coping repertoire available to them.
The focus of this study was not to count how many of the participants actually used or
did not use pre-determined coping strategies, nor to determine their efficacy on the basis of their
reports. The main objective of this study was to understand what forces shape these women's
appraisal of their coping options in the context of enforced military separation.
Three fundamental premises common to both individual and family stress models
guided this study; 1) that coping is an important dimension in the family members' adaptation to
stress (McCubbin and Patterson, 1993); 2) that coping refers to the cognitive and behavioral
efforts a person employs to manage specific internal and external demands that are appraised
as taxing or exceeding the resources of that person or group (Lazarus, 1984); and 3) that coping
is not a static intervening variable but a process which changes over time, and is largely
construed by a person’s definition of the situation. Building upon these notions, this study is
based on the premise that examining the military wives' own way of viewing and talking about
their dilemmas, and the constraints and opportunities that war-induced separation presents them
helps to better understand these women's coping approaches to separation.
From this perspective, three salient research questions emerged. First, how did
spouses of National Guard soldiers perceive war deployment and separation? Second, how did
separation from their husbands during wartime affect their lives? Third, what coping strategies
were most helpful in managing the hardships of war enforced separation. In addition, this study
examined how the participants' appraisal of war deployment and separation related to the
respondents' assessment of different coping strategies.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

The Persian Gulf conflict came unexpectedly. Its abrupt onset and the fast pace with
which deployment and combat operations unfolded determined to a large extent the sampling,
the methods, and the scope of analysis in this study.

The constraints imposed by these factors

on sampling and data collection lead, in turn, to the use of more than one method to collect and
analyze the data. Data was collected in this study using both quantitative and qualitative
instruments.

Sampling Procedures
The participants in this study were wives of members of the Puerto Rico National Guard
who were mobilized during the Persian Gulf War. The rapid deployment of soldiers, difficulties
confronted in gaining rapid access to military records and the unpredictability of the soldiers'
date of return limited the possibilities of including a greater and more representative sample of
spouses from all branches of the Reserve in Puerto Rico. Only spouses of Puerto Rico's
National Guard soldiers were considered.
The sample was drawn from the data base provided by the Puerto Rico National Guard.
A master list of all deployed servicemen, and the “Family Assistance Officer Information Sheet"
filed for each serviceman before departure constituted the two initial main sources of
information. Preliminary consent forms gathered during family support meetings served as a
third sampling source. Samples of the two latter documents are included in Appendix A.
Only spouses of deployed National Guard soldiers who met the following criteria were
considered for inclusion in the sample: 1) that their husbands were still on military duty away
from home at the time of the interview; 2) that they have at least one child aged nine years or
older; and, 3) that all members of her family still lived in the same household. All families who
met these criteria were considered potential subjects independent from the soldiers rank and
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the type of military unit (e.g., combat, combat support, combat service). Given the time and
budget constraints that emerged as the study unfolded the sample had to be confined to a
specific geographical area - the metropolitan area. Those potential respondents who lived
outside the Metropolitan Area were excluded from the sample, as well as childless families,
single- parent families and military dual-career families.
Ninety three spouses were initially identified as potential respondents for this study.
Given the time and budget constraints mentioned above only thirty five of the eligible spouses
were contacted. None of the women actually contacted refused to be interviewed. Nevertheless,
the small size of the sample makes it impossible to generalize its findings beyond its
respondents.

Description of the Sample
The sample consisted of thirty five spouses of members of the Puerto Rico's National
Guard soldiers deployed during Operation Desert Storm/Shield. Table 3.1 outlines the socio¬
demographic characteristics of the sample and their family members.
Seventy seven percent (77%) of the sample was born and raised in Puerto Rico. They
ranged in age from 19 to 49 years with a mean age of 38 years. All participants were married.
For the most part (97%), they were married to noncommissioned Guard officers. The length of
their marriage ranged from 10 to 23 years. The majority (74%) of these women had more than
two children. More than one fourth of the sample (28 %) had one or more pre-school age
children.
Fourteen percent (14%) of the sample had completed graduate studies, 32% had
obtained a college degree and 20% graduated from high school. Eighty six percent (86%) of the
participants held a paid employment outside the home and five women described themselves as
housewives. Eighty two percent (82%) had annual family incomes (combined earnings from
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husband and wife) between $18,000 and $44,000. Less than one fourth (18%) of the sample
had annual incomes of less than $18,000.
At the time of the interview the majority of them had been separated from their
husbands for a period of four to eight months.
Table 3.1
Sociodemographic Profile of Sample

Characteristics

N

X

29-33 years
34-38 years
39-43 years
44-48 years

14
15
10
6

11%
43%
29%
17%

Education
High school graduate
Some college
College graduate
Graduate degree

7
12
11
5

20%
34%
32%
14%

Employment Status
Paid work outside the home
Unpaid housework

27
8

71%
23%

Length of Marriage
8-12 years
13-17 years
18-22 years
unknown

6
9
13
7

17%
26%
37%
20%

Number of Children
1
2
3
4
5 or more

1
16
14
3
1

3%
46%
40%
8%
3%

Family Life Course Stage
Youngest child 0-5 years
Youngest child 6-11
Youngest Child 12-17

10
17
8

29%

Family income
$10,000 or less
$10,0001-$20,000
$20,0001-$40,000

8
18
9

23%

Age

20

48%
23%

51%
26%

Data Collection Procedures
Prospective participants were initially briefed about the purpose of the study by
telephone. If they agreed to participate in the investigation, a convenient time was arranged to
interview participants and one of the children in the home. At the beginning of the interview
each participant was given an informed consent form to read and was invited to ask questions
before signing. An example of the consent form is included in Appendix B. This form explained
the purpose of the study, the voluntary nature of participation, the confidentiality of the
information, and the risks, benefits, and rights involved in their participation in the study.
A semi structured interview format was used and the administration of instruments
occurred in the participant's home. Four of these instruments were originally intended to be selfadministered. However, due to time constraints, the complexity of one of the measures, and the
large volume of information gathered from these women, the data were gathered by an
interviewer and questions were read to them. The data gathering process took from 1 !4 to 3
hours.

Measures
As suggested in the individual and family stress literature the interaction of the objective
demands of the stressful event, the subjective definition of the situation, the resources and the
accumulation of strains that the individual or family bring into the situation, and their coping
efforts mediate the relationship between the stressful event and the outcome of the situation
(Farrington, 1982). A combination of qualitative and quantitative methods was used to assess
how these factors shape the respondents' appraisal of different coping strategies.
A combination of qualitative and quantitative methods were used to accomplish the
study's objectives. Qualitative data emerged mainly from: 1) field notes recorded throughout the
interview process; and, 2) participants responses to open ended questions included in the
Family Separation Inventory.
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Qualitative data emerged mainly from responses to the Family Separation Inventory and
the field notes recorded throughout the interview process. The Master Survey Questionnaire
and the Family Coping Inventory constituted the main sources of quantitative data. The
instruments (included in Appendix C) and the measurement criteria used to obtain the qualitative
and quantitative data in the study will be described next.

Objective and Subjective Definition of the Stressor
A semi-structured interview, the Family Separation Inventory, was developed to assess
respondents’ perception of the separation event. Specifically, it assessed the respondents'
perception of war deployment, the reactions and problems generated during the separation
period and the meaning that the actual period of separation had for them.
The Family Separation Inventory included factors suggested in the military family stress
literature, such as: the length of the separation period (McCubbin, 1979), the length of time given
between the call-up for active duty and actual deployment, and actions taken to prepare for
separation prior to the husband departure (Hunter, 1982).

Pile-up or Accumulation of Stress
Data on what hardships and on-going strains respondents faced prior to the time of
separation emerged from a modified version of the Social Readjustment Rating Scale (Holmes
and Rahe, 1967). Respondents were asked which of a list of thirteen life events had they
experienced over the past year. Checklist items represented common situations arising from
family, personal, occupational, and financial events requiring or signifying change in the family's
ongoing adjustment. Information on what other events and strains exacerbated the stress of
separation was gathered from the respondents responses to the Family Separation Inventory.
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Family Resources
Family resources were measured in terms of socio-demographic variables, marital
satisfaction and the respondents' perception of social support received during separation.
These variables have been found to account for variations in coping patterns military wives used
when coping to military induced separations.
The Master Survey Questionnaire, a 40-item survey questionnaire was used to assess
socio-demographic variables, the respondents' perception of their marital relationship, and social
support received. This instrument was developed as part of the Master Sample Survey of
Puerto Rico, a psychiatric epidemiologic research project carried out by the Department of
Psychiatry of the University of Puerto Rico School of Medicine from 1984 to 1987.
Sociodemooraphic variables. The Master Survey Questionnaire provided information
regarding age, sex, marital status, education, occupational status and income of each family
member.

Socioeconomic status was estimated using educational attainment, occupational

status and total family income as indicators.
Marital satisfaction. Two items were included in the Master Survey Questionnaire which
ask the respondents to evaluate their marital relationship on four-point Likert-type scale which
ranged from excellent to poor. It was scored from 1 to 4, 1 being an excellent marital relationship
and 4 a poor marital relationship. As McCubbin, Dahl, Lester and Ross (1975) reported, marital
satisfaction is one of the most valuable predictors of how military wives cope with prolonged
separation.
Social support. The respondents' level of satisfaction with the social support received
during the month prior to the interview was on their answers to five items included in the Master
Survey Questionnaire. Through the Family Separation Inventory information as to the social
support respondents received from the military was also gathered.
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Family Coping
The Family Coping Inventory (FCI), a 70-item self-report questionnaire developed by
McCubbin, Boss, Wilson and Dahl (1981) assessed how spouses perceived their overall coping
responses to separation from their husbands. Coping items refer to the behaviors individuals
use to deal with the internal and external hardships resulting from the separation event.
Respondents were asked to rate how helpful these coping items or strategies were to
them in adjusting to th2e demands imposed by separation. Response classifications ranged
from "not helpful" to "very helpful". It was scored from 0 to 3, o being the most helpful and 3 the
least helpful. Their responses were then grouped into seven coping categories. The coping
categories used were the following: 1) Maintaining family integrity (strategies which center
around doing things together as a family); 2) Maintaining an optimistic outlook of the situation
(strategies aimed at reducing distress of the situation by reframing its meaning); 3) Meeting the
community's expectations (strategies which reflect acceptance of prescribed social roles and
expectations); 4) Developing self reliance and selfesteem (strategies which center around self¬
development); 5) Developing interpersonal relationships (strategies used to develop meaningful
and supportive relationships outside the family unit); 6) Seeking social support from community
(strategies aimed at obtaining support from formal sources of social support); and, 7) Managing
psychological tension (strategies aimed at reducing perceived stress and tension resulting from
stressful situation). A list of the specific coping strategies included in each category is presented
on Table 4.4 (on page 64) in chapter four.
The small size of the sample in this study precluded the valid use of factor analysis and,
thus, the possibilities of determining statistically the underlying patterns of coping strategies in
the data. The coping categories used were thus adapted from three different sets of scales
generated by factor analytic procedures in coping studies of wives undergoing short-term
separation (Boss, McCubbin and Lester, 1979), prolonged separation (McCubbin et. al, 1980)
and divorce (Moore, 1980).
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Given that most participants in the study were predominantly Spanish speaking,
translation of the FCI was necessary. The technique of back translation (Brislin, 1980) was
used to produce a Spanish translation of the FCI that was semantically equivalent to the English
FCI. This first Spanish version of the FCI was pre-tested on a group of military wives not
involved in the study. Phrasing of few of the times proved confusing to some of the women. As
a result of the pre-testing procedure, minor modifications were made resulting in the final version
of the translated FCI.

.

Data Analyses

r

Quantitative and qualitative data were integrated in this study in separate and combined
analyses. Quantitative methods were used primarily to generate a demographic profile of the
sample and to establish the frequency of selected coping patterns. Qualitative methods and
analyses, on the other hand, led to a more in-depth understanding of the impact and meaning
that separation had in the participants' lives, and of the processes involved in coping with
separation.

Quantitative Data Analyses
Frequency distributions were obtained for the following factors: age, years of marriage,
number and ages of children, educational level, occupational status, frequency and duration of
previous separation, and the different types of problems encountered by wives during
separation.
Descriptive statistics were also employed to determine how helpful specific coping
strategies have been in adjusting to the demands and stress of separation. Computerized
scoring and statistical analysis of the Family Coping Inventory produced the following measures.
1) individual rating given of each coping strategy, 2) overall score obtained by individual
respondents for each of the seven coping scales or categories, 3) percentage distribution of
ratings obtained for each coping category, 4) percentage distribution of ratings obtained for the
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coping strategies included in each category and, 5) mean score and standard deviation for each
scale.

Combined Qualitative and Quantitative Data Analyses
Family stress models postulate that adaptation to a stressful situation is influenced by
the complex interaction of four relevant factors: 1) the family members’ definition of the stressful
situation; 2) the resources available to them 3) the accumulation or pile-up of demands; and 4)
their coping efforts. According to individual and family stress theorists analyses of these factors
are instrumental to understanding how an individual (Lazarus, 1984)or a family (McCubbin,
1995) adapts to a stressful situation. Analyses of qualitative data in the present study focused
on the participants' appraisal of these four factors and follow a scheme of analysis involving
three main stages.
First, the answers to each of the open-ended questions were summarized and clustered
by case-ordered. Data was screened for statements that reflected how each of the informants
perceived and described the following topics: 1) the magnitude, impact, significance and their
reactions to war deployment and separation 2) factors that helped them cope with the demands
of separation and, 3) factors that exacerbated their stress during separation. Although no
specific open-ended questions were included with regard to the coping efforts used by the
participants, the content of their responses was also screened for statements which make direct
reference to coping strategies that help the informants manage the stresses of separation
period. These were recorded by case number in a summary table. Comparisons between
informants were also made to identify common trends and differences in their responses.
Second, the participants’ responses to both open-ended and survey questions were
then aggregated and organized around the main conceptual categories mentioned above.
Frequency analyses were performed to confirm the general trends observed in the data (e.g.
number of previous separations, types of problems encountered). Qualitative analysis focused
on understanding differences in the way informants experience and perceive the process of
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coping with separation. Several factors emerged on the basis of which the sample could further
be differentiated: 1) occupational status, 2) the number of previous separations, 3) perceived
quality of marital relationship, 4) perceived quality of social support received, 5) view of war, 6)
view of husband's deployment, and 7) types of problems faced. On the basis of these factors,
cases which deviated from the normative case data were screened for information which
uncover, confirm or disconfirm common trends in data. For example, most of the women in the
sample held paid jobs outside the home. Data from housewives were thus examined and
compared to the latter. As we searched for contrasting responses, many questions arose which,
in turn, guided this and the next stage of analysis. How do the respondents for whom war
enforced separation represented a negative experience differ from those for whom the war
constituted a positive experience? Were those with previous experience of separation better
prepared that those who had never separated from their spouses? How did their perceptions
differ with regard to the impact and significance of separation and the coping strategies? Were
the problems encountered the same for those wives who held paid works outside the home and
housewives? Does a stable and satisfactory marriage influence the way these women perceive
and cope with war deployment and separation? How does the number and the age of their
children affect the adaptation to separation from their husbands? How does the quality of social
support available to these women affect the way they experienced and adapt to separation?
Finally, on the basis of their ratings of each of the coping categories in the Family
Separation Inventory, the sample was segmented, by coping category, into three groups: 1)
those who rated a given category of coping strategies as most useful, 2) those considered
minimally to moderately useful and 3) those found to be not useful. Data was screened this time
for statements that could help explain differences in the way respondents rated the different
coping categories and strategies.
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CHAPTER 4

FINDINGS

This chapter is divided into four major sections: 1) the participants' assessment of war
deployment; 2) their perceptions of the impact of war separation on their family life; 3) their
perception of social support received and, 4) data on the appraisal of different coping strategies.

Wives' Perception of War Deployment and Separation
How these women appraised and interpreted the war, their husbands' participation in
the conflict, and the impact of separation on their personal and family life was examined in order
to understand variations in coping among participants. As suggested by Walker (1985), any
analysis of the components of the stress process must take into account the particular social
and historical context in which it occurs. Hence, how the military and civilian community viewed
this war event was also considered.

The Social Context of War Deployment of Citizen Soldiers
Between August 10,1990 and March 1991 approximately 475,000 American soldiers
were called to active duty in the Persian Gulf. Since Word War II there has not been such a
large and quick deployment of American troops. From the point of view of the military, this was
a successful military intervention necessary for the defense of freedom. The successful use of
modern technological warfare and the few casualties sustained by the United States and its
allied forces, made many Americans perceive Operation Desert Storm/Shield as a short, “easy
war” (Hicks, 1991). Unlike Vietnam, this appeared to be a “popular war" that could be watched
on television.
In the public eye, however, the Gulf War also raised many issues concerning the
mobilization of civilian soldiers and women, the scope and impact of media coverage, and the
perils of exposure of soldiers to environmental hazards and chemical weapons. The
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mobilization of civilian-soldiers provoked National debate about the readiness of reserve forces
for combat duty. Concerns about the physical and psychological welfare of these soldiers and
their families came into the public light.
The mobilization of members of the National Guard of Puerto Rico challenged the
expectations of the Guard members, their families, and the community. In Puerto Rico, the
public image of the National Guard is that of a local military force that is usually called up to
intervene in the event of catastrophic events or situations threatening National security or the
welfare of its citizens.

The Wives’ View of the Stressor
The participants' perception of the stressor was assessed by documenting their opinions
of the war and of their husbands' participation in the Persian Gulf Conflict. Participants were
asked to explain why they favored or were against the war, and their husband’s participation in
the Persian Gulf conflict. They were also asked, what does the experience of war induced
separation mean to you?
Opinions about the war. Forty percent (n=14) favored the United States decision to
intervene. For these respondents, the United States military intervention in the Persian Gulf was
necessary to “stop Hussein”, “to make justice" and “to defend our economic interests". Some of
the opinions gathered from participants follow:

I think it was necessary ...to make justice and...in terms of the
tactic of war the results were good.
It had to be. Otherwise, that crazy man (Saddam Hussein)
could had harmed the world.
What I don't understands is why Puerto Ricans have to be in it.
One of the respondents placed the Persian Gulf in a religious context as she remarked:

This war could not have been avoided, it was biblical.
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Sixty percent (n=21) of the participants were against the war in the Persian Gulf. From
the point of view of several of these women, the war was “unnecessary”, “served to solve
nothing" and “could have been avoided by other means". The concern for the loss of so many
lives and the feeling of not knowing “what they were fighting for” was also evident in the
responses of some of the women who were against the war:

The warm the Persian Gulf? It was unnecessary. I was not
sure what they were fighting for. Nations should take care of
their own businesses. The United States should not have
intervened in Iraq.
The Persian Gulf was a tragedy for all involved. Everyone talks
about the United States victory but the fact is their intervention
was left up in the air. It served nothing. Hussein is still there.
I do not favor any war. Too many lives are always lost. No one
wins. The Persian Gulf should had never happened. It could
have being avoided through other means.
Husbands' deployment. Sixty eight percent (n=24) of the participants favored their
husbands' participation in Operation Desert Storm/Shield. It is interesting to note that a
considerable number of women supported their husbands' participation in the war even though
they were against the war. There was a consensus among this group of wives that it was their
husbands' duty as members of the military to go to war. The general feeling about this issue
was clearly stated by one woman:

Yes, my husband had to go to that war. It
was his duty as a member of the military.
Thirty two percent (n=11) of the participants did not favor their husbands' deployment.
The role of the National Guard in a foreign war was questioned by all in this group of
respondents. As one participant observed:

The National Guard has nothing to do with this war. The Guard
should not intervene in international war conflicts... its purpose
is to protect its own people, its own country.
Magnitude of the stressor. Seventy seven percent (n=27) of the participants in this
study had previously undergone military enforced separation from their husbands. For the most
part, previous separations ranged from one to six months. Only three respondents had
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previously been separated from four to fourteen months. Most separations occurred during
peacetime and were related to the National Guard’s regular training practices.
Independently of the number of previous separations and the duration of those periods,
there was consensus among wives that the actual period of separation was "longer”, “more
stressful”, “more uncertain" and “more dangerous” than previous separations. The uncertainty
of the serviceman's return, and the burden of being both parents during a prolonged period of
time, were the reasons most commonly given by participants to explain the ways in which the
actual period of separation was different from the peacetime separation:

This time was so different. Before, the situation (the war) was
not so critical... There was no threat of losing him. We knew
that he would come back safe. This time I was not sure. It was
so awful, so much stress, so much tension, so much
uncertainty!
It was terrible...this war. I was not ready emotionally... It was
dangerous. We (the family) suffered. It was too, too long.
While my husband was away / felt numb. It was different from
other times...
I had to assume all responsibilities in the house. I was father
and mother. It was difficult... Fifteen days go fast but six
months...
The continuous “bombardment of news” about the war was also pointed out by
participants as an element intensifying their children’s and their own concerns and fears about
their spouses' safety. As documented by the Defense Manpower Data Center (1992) during
Operations Desert Shield/Desert Storm a major problem was the amount and accuracy of
information received by the family, particularly when the soldier was deployed to a hostile area.
The imbalance that existed between the information that the National Guard was providing and
the information they were receiving from other sources (e.g., public media, other spouses)
added to the stressfulness of the situation. The respondents' perception of the quality of
information received during separation is well illustrated in the following statement.

It was very confusing. We wanted to know where and in what
conditions were our husbands living. The National Guard gave
us too little information. Television gave us too much... and
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then we heard all those stories from other wives. We were not
sure whom to believe.
Only three of the participants found that separation during the Persian Gulf conflict was easier to
manage than previous separations. One woman who described the quality of her marital
relationship as poor reported:
This time it was easier for me. My husband made all the
necessary legal and financial arrangement before leaving.
A second participant considered that the impact of war-induced separation was less
damaging than the experiences she and her family had to face during Hurricane Hugo in 1989:
Hugo hit us hard, violently. Our house and many of our
personal things were damaged by the flooding... Now, the
house and my family are safe and I know my husband will
return safe with God's help.
Another woman whose husband had been deployed for a year during the Vietnam War
found that period less confusing and less anxiety provoking than the separation experienced
during the Persian Gulf conflict. In retrospective:
During Vietnam everything was very confusing, like a snarl. I
was very anxious. No one knew what was going to happen...
Although I am also worried about my husband this time, the
military seems to be in control this time...
I know where is my husband. I have talked to him by phone
and received many letters.

Significance of the event. The period of separation was described by many of the
respondents as “ a period of adaptation", “ a period of abrupt changes and reorganization in the
family”, “a period of loneliness and anxiety", and “an experience which was both good and bad".
Overall, participants described the period of separation as a learning experience which
allowed them to re-evaluate their relationship with their husbands, their children and other
aspects of family living:
For me this was a period of reflection and meditation about my
marriage.
I learned to value my husband more... and I think he learned to
value more his relationship with his children.
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For me separation was like a test that at the end helped us to
be more sensible and understand better each other's needs in
the family... I think that even the kids became aware of what
their father meant to them.
During this time many things changed in my family. We had to
readjust the time we dedicate to different activities. For
example, kids had to reduce the time they spent doing sports.
For me there was less time for everything.
Respondents also described the time their husbands were away from home as an
experience which made them realize that they could be more independent, rely more on
themselves, and able to manage things at home effectively without their husbands:
I believed that good or bad, happy or sad experiences helped
us to grow. The Persian Gulf helped me to gain confidence in
myself. I feel less insecure now, more independent.
It was a learning opportunity. I learned to rely on myself... I
took the right decisions, learned to manage the budget and
became a great guardian of my home. I learned to do things I
thought I would never be able to do.
If there is one thing I learned well during separation from my
husband was that people in families should not be so
dependent on others... the wife, the husband, the kids...
Everyone can contribute something different to the family’s
well-being.
Making new friends and acquaintances was also mentioned by one of the respondents
as a positive outcome of the separation.

Wives' Account of the Impact of Separation
War deployment activities may be divided into three phases: pre-deployment, separation
and reunion. These phases of deployment apply to active duty as well as reservists and their
families (Department of the Army, 1990). The impact of war deployment and separation on
family life was assessed by documenting the respondents' appraisals of the main sources of
stress during pre-deployment and separation, their initial reactions, the types of problems
encountered and the resources available to participants during those phases. Their concerns
about their husbands' return and anticipation of reunion were also explored.
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Pre-deplovment
As previously mentioned, the Persian Gulf War came unexpectedly for guard soldiers
and families. For the most part, respondents felt surprised and unprepared; confused, and sad:
I believe that the soldiers and families from the National Guard
never thought they would have to go to a war. Although we
realized they were being prepared for such an event, deep
inside in our hearts we believed that it was not going to happen.
We first felt confused, sad, disoriented.
It took us by surprise. It was a very hard and confusing
experience at first. I was notified over the phone. My husband
talked to me and told me to keep calm. I tried to follow his
instructions but, really, I felt like if the sky was coming down.
Our husbands nor our families never thought they would ever
be involved in a war. They were not prepared for war. We, the
families, were not emotionally prepared for such an abrupt
separation.

During the pre-deployment phase most participants in the sample (91%) were notified
of war deployment by their husbands. Thirty one percent (n=11) of these women were given
notification of the call-up a few days before their husbands' departure, eleven (31%) of them
were notified two to four weeks before the troops departure, and thirteen (37%) were given a
one to three months notice in advance from the news of deployment.
Given the short advanced notice given, many of the Guard soldiers and their families did
not have the opportunity to plan and prepare to cope with the upcoming loss of a family member
or to face the potential hardships they would probably encounter. They were not ready for such
an abrupt and sudden change in their family life.
According to participants, the uncertainty about the length and destination of their
husband’s deployment added to the pressures and conflicting emotions that prevailed in the
household while waiting for their husband’s departure.
Another source of stress for three of the participants during this phase of deployment
was having to move to relatives' households. The need for additional resources to carry out
responsibilities which were usually shared with their husbands (e.g., "taking the kids to school”,
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"taking care of my children while I work"), were the main reasons for moving given by these
respondents.
Initial reactions among participants ranged from feelings of disbelief, sadness, anger,
anxiety, worry for their husbands' welfare to fear that they would never return. Their reactions
are evident in the following remarks:
I felt sad. I feared that something bad would happen to him like
contamination due to chemical exposure... When they told me
that he was going to Germany I felt some relief.
I could not believe it... it was simply unbelievable... My
husband fighting in the Persian Gulf? I felt terrible, depressed,
tense. Everything bothered me. I cried a lot. I was angry with
the National Guard.
I immediately thought about economic problems that would
come up.. I worried about my children since they were so close
to their father. I also worried about our family future... What
would happen to our family if he loss his life?
Two respondents reported feeling so physically distressed that they had to see a doctor.
One of them reported having symptoms such as headaches, vomits, and diarrhea. Two other
women indicated that for the first two months they had insomnia.
Although many of these women felt emotionally distressed and “apprehensive about
what was going to happen”, many of them admitted that they tried to “hide” their emotions so
they could provide the nurturing and support their husbands and children needed to prepare for
the departure. In the words of one of the respondents:
Initially, I thought I was ready to be separated from my
husband, but I was not. For his peace of mind and my
children's I tried not to be negative about it. I made them think I
was strong... but I felt worried. I was really worried that he
would never come back.
Participants appeared to be particularly touched when asked about their children's initial
reactions. Nearly all of the women in the sample (97%) reported that their children showed
some signs of emotional distress. Participants also indicated that their reactions varied
according to their age and how close they were to their father. Fear, behavior changes at school
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or home, nervousness, sadness and excessive crying were the signs of emotional distress
which children exhibited during the initial stage of separation:
The children were very sad. They feared not seeing their father
again. I had to talk to them to explain what was a war and
assure them that their father would come back again.
I controlled television watching at home to prevent my children
from seeing those horrible war episodes.
At first they seemed to accept the situation and they even gave
me support. As time went by, they lowered their grades, they
became introverted... They started counting the days left for
their father’s return.
My oldest son who is the closest to my husband was very sad.
He cried a lot. My daughter remained quiet and got closer to
me. The youngest kept asking when he was coming back.
In view of the short period of time allowed between notification of deployment and actual
departure, it would be reasonable to expect that at least some of the participants' husbands
were not able to accomplish all the legal, financial and other arrangements necessary to wind up
personal, family and work related matters on time. This, however, did not appear to be true in
the sample. All but one of the participants indicated that their spouses took all the necessary
legal and financial provisions to leave everything in order. In the case of the respondent who
reported her husband not making the necessary arrangements for her and their children, a
unique variable came into play since their not being legally married precluded their rights to
benefits as dependents.

Separation
In order to document the participants' perceptions of the impact of separation on their
family life, they were asked to mention the types of problems they encountered since the
departure of their husbands. All of the participants mentioned at least one problem. The
problems most frequently mentioned by respondents were of the emotional, family life,
economic, and life events categories. Table 4.1 on the next page presents the distribution of
these problem categories among the sample.
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Table 4.1
Distribution of Problems Encountered During Separation

Type of Problems

Times mentioned

Family Life Problems

29

Life Events

11

Economic Problems

7

Emotional Problems

6

Emotional distress. Feelings of loneliness was mentioned six times by participants as
indicators of emotional distress. Missing their husband's companionship was the reason given
by most of these wives to explain their feelings of loneliness. Only two of these women
mentioned expressions of depression such as crying. Participants appeared to be more in
control of their emotions and more focused on problem solving as the separation
situation evolved. As one of woman remarked:

After my husband left there was no time for feeling
depressed or crying... I felt lonely but the kids
needed me... I had to work...
We were short of money...
So many things to solve.
As previously stated, according to nearly all of the women in the sample, their children
reacted strongly and emotionally to their father's departure. Only two of the respondents,
however, mentioned their children's emotional distress when asked about the types of problems
they faced. As reported by these participants, their children's emotional reactions decreased as
time passed. Again, the time juncture at which theses women were interviewed probably
contributed to their definition of the type of problems faced at this stage of separation.
Problems in family life. During the separation phase, many changes occurred in the
family. Although these changes were necessary for the survival of the family during separation,
they represented the major sources of stress for most of the participants. Twenty nine of the
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respondents reported that trying to fulfill the dual father/mother role was “the most difficult part”
of separation. Disciplining the children and managing their unexpected changes in behavior at
school and home were described by these women as the most stressful demands they had to
face in their role.
Getting repairs done at home, managing financial affairs, car problems and having to
make decisions that usually fell on their husbands' shoulders were also mentioned as aspects
that were upsetting and sometimes problematic for the wives during separation. As stated by
one of the respondents, their relationship with their parent-in-law was another area which was
negatively affecting her during the separation period.

At first, I felt accosted by my parents in-law. They
wanted to know about everything that was happening
in my family.
In the long run, however, separation positively affected these women's relations with
their children and members of the extended family:

During this time, I got closer to my kids. Although
the hard way, in this process we all grew and learned.
We got to be better friends.
I got closer to my parents in-law. They were very
supportive and helped us to overcome many of the
obstacles we faced while my husband was away.
Economic Problems. Seven of the respondents mentioned financial issues as another
source of stress. Initial problems during the first weeks of deployment with processing their
husbands' pay records caused delays in their pay as dependents. The following excerpt shows
this delay and how it made the situation difficult at home, particularly in those households where
there were previous financial problems: or where the husband was the only provider.

The delay in the soldiers' pay worsened the economic problems
that were already there. I had to make ends
meet... Paying the bills, getting money to pay for
repairs.. It was difficult.
My husbands' payment was delayed for two months. We
did not have any money. I turned to some government
agencies but they said no. My father-in-law helped me
buy groceries because the children had to eat. When
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the children saw there was no food in the refrigerator
they got desperate. Thank God that my in-laws helped us.
Their lack of experience in dealing with budgets was mentioned by several of these women as
one factor which complicated financial matters at home even further. Managing the household
budget is a task which their husbands took charge of while at home.
Life events problems. In addition to those hardships that are a direct result of the
separation, eleven participants faced other life events such as personal illness, children’s
illnesses, and accidents to a member of the family which in their view exacerbated the stresses
created by having to manage separation problems.

Anticipation of Reunion
As military research has shown, the family reunion following the soldier's return can be
more stressful than the separation (USAF Chaplain Service Resource Board, 1990). The
anticipation and preparation for the reunion phase occurs during the separation phase (PeeblesKleiger & Kleiger, 1994). It is reasonable to expect that the feelings and concerns associated
with the anticipation of the husbands' return exacerbates the stresses faced by military wives
during the separation. Although the focus of this investigation was the participants' responses to
the stresses faced during the separation phase, they were asked about concerns related to their
husbands' return.
Sixteen of the participants expressed feeling worried that their husbands would come
back exhibiting changes in personality or emotional problems. Disorientation, aggressiveness,
irritability, nervousness and emotional fatigue were some of the emotional difficulties anticipated
by some respondents:

I fear he might come anxious and aggressive. I have
heard that veterans have flashbacks that make them
aggressive, nervous.
Many times at night I thought how he was. Would he
be disoriented when he comes back? Has he changed?...
His ideas, his interests? Would he have trouble
getting used to living with us again?
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As previously mentioned, the fear that their husbands' would not return or that they
would return injured was reported by many of the women interviewed when asked about their
initial reactions to the notification of deployment. None of the wives reported again the fear of
physical injury when asked about their husbands' return. As many of them explained, their
frequent communication with their husbands through letters and telephone calls and the
gradually increasing access to more precise information about the positive developments of the
war dissipated the uncertainty about the outcome of the war.
Eight of the respondents felt apprehensive about their husbands' reactions and
adaptation to the changes that had occurred in family life. Excerpts from an interview with one
of the participants illustrate well the concern in this area.

I want him to find things in their place, but...
What will he think about my independence? I want him
to feel that I still need him... Would he ask me
about how I managed things at home? Would he asked how
I spent the money?
Three participants who described the quality of their marital relationships as poor
reported in their responses feeling apprehensive about the impact that their husbands' return
would have on their welfare and the marital relationship.

I think problems between us will be the same. My
tranquility will be over when he comes back. He will
cause me problems because of the things I did not do.
I wonder if he has reflected about our marriage. If he
is coming with new thoughts...
I am worried that things won't work with us... Again we
will be facing economic pressures.
The possibility of facing economic problems was mentioned also by two of the
participants. These respondents anticipated that changes in their husbands job status and
salary might occur upon deactivation.
Five of the respondents said that the return of their husbands will not constitute a
problem in any way. As reported by some of these participants, their frequent communication
with their husbands was instrumental in helping them dissipate any concern about their
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emotional well-being at the time of their homecoming. This finding is consistent with Milgram
and Bar (1993) study’s results on the reactions of Israeli soldiers wives’ to their husbands'
hazardous duty deployments. As reported by these investigators, reliable and frequent
communication between the deployed soldiers and their families helps alleviate the family's
concern over the soldier's well-being.

Wives' Appraisal of Social Support
The respondents' perception of the social support available to them was examined on
the basis of their responses to the social support scale. In addition, they were also asked about
the quality of support provided to them by the National Guard during separation.
The majority (80%) of the participants felt they had received social support. Parents, in¬
laws and their own children were the most common sources of social support. More than three
fourth of this group reported they had received social, emotional and material support from their
family network.
In turn, twenty percent (n=7) of the respondents reported not having received any kind
of social support. Several of the respondents stated that the feeling of not having someone to
help them during this stage increased their level of stress. The lack of support received from
their husbands' families made two of the women feel “surprised” and “angry". Another woman
felt she could not look for professional help to avoid “gossip” from friends and family. In general,
the majority of the sample (57%) wished they had received more support.
Eighty six percent (n= 30) of the respondents felt they did not receive support from the
National Guard. They felt that during pre-deployment the National Guard should have provided
more information about their husbands' war mission and practical information about the ways to
prepare for separation. They also claimed that the National Guard did not provide them
emotional support, guidance as to how to cope with changes in their children’s behavior; how to
help their children adapt to their fathers' absence and how to deal with financial problems. Even
those women who participated in support groups and other activities organized by the National
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Guard said that the support provided by the military did not fulfill their expectations; or the
National Guard’s “promises" of support. The participants' dissatisfaction with the National
Guard’s social support is evident in the remarks that follows:

I would have liked to feel that if I had a problem
I could count on them. The National Guard was not
prepared in any way. They did not know where to
refer me for help.
I felt more anxious when I left their meeting...
The National Guard was indifferent about our daily
life problems. A meeting took place five months after
our husbands had gone. They should have gotten us
together before they left and should have provided us
with more information, emotional support, and guidance
for our families.
Only five women in the study felt they had received emotional support from other wives
during support group meetings organized by the National Guard.

Wives Assessment of Coping Strategies
In order to assess how helpful were different groups of coping strategies several
techniques were used. First, the participants' responses were grouped into the coping
categories previously mentioned. The percentages of respondents who found the different
groups of coping strategies “most helpful”, “minimally to moderately helpful" and “not helpful”
were tabulated. Tables 4.2 below summarizes the data that emerged from these analyses.
Another useful way to examine data was to make comparisons within and across
categories of the ratings of the items included in each category. Table 4.3 (on page x) presents
data on the coping strategies. In addition, as presented in Table 4.4 (on page x) the rank order
for specific coping strategies that were rated as most useful by more than 75% of the
respondents were examined. Qualitative data also offered helpful information in the
interpretation and illustration of quantitative findings. Trends emerging from the data analysis
follow presentation of these tables.
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Table 4.2
Percentage of Respondents Who Found Coping Categories Most Helpful,
Minimal to Moderately Helpful and Not Helpful

Coping Categories

Most
Helpful

Minimal to
Moderately
Helpful

Not
Helpful

Maintaining Family Integrity

74%

3%

23%

Maintaining Optimistic Outlook

70%

2%

18%

Fitting Into Community's Expectations

66%

13%

13%

Developing Self Reliance/Esteem

63%

10%

27%

Developing Interpersonal Relations

53%

17%

30%

Seeking Community's Social Support

43%

18%

39%

Managing Psychological Tension

27%

20%

53%

Maintaining Family Integrity
Coping strategies aimed at maintaining the family together appears to be of capital
importance for these wives of deployed Guard members. An overall average of 74% found that
doing things together as a family, trying to be a father and mother to their children, and investing
more of themselves in their children were most helpful in managing the demands that their
husbands absence imposed on family life.
Another indicator that the family integration strategies were useful was that all of them were
ranked among the top 10 items in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.3
Percentage of Respondents Who Found Coping Strategies Most Helpful,
Minimal to Moderately Helpful and Not Helpful

Coping Strategies

Most
Helpful

Minimal to
Moderately
Helpful

Not
Helpful

89%
85%

11%
6%

none
9%

91%
97%
94%

6%
3%
6%

3%
none
none

43%

46%

6%

none

none
14%
15%
none

none
46%
14%
3%

37%

24%

37%

91%

3%

6%

71%

6%

23%

3%
3%
14%
20%

71%
14%
20%
3%

MAINTAINING FAMILY INTEGRITY
Doing things with the Family.
Trying to be a father and mother to
the children.
Trying to maintain family stability.
Investing myself in children.
Doing more things with the children

MAINTAINING AN OPTIMISTIC OUTLOOK
11%
Believing that the institutions that
my husband and 1 work for have my
family's best interest in mind.
94%
Believing that things will always
work out.
100%
Believing in God.
40%
Planning my future.
Keeping myself in shape, well-groomed . 71%
97%
Telling myself that 1 have many things
1 should be thankful for.
MEETING COMMUNITY'S EXPECTATIONS
Participating in a regular planned
planned activities conducted by
others in my situation.
Being a “good” wife and doing what
my husband wants me to do.
Living up to what society wants me
do as a parent.

DEVELOPING SELF RELIANCE AND SELF ESTEEM
Learning new skills.
Developing myself as a person.
Becoming more independent.
Showing that 1 am strong.

26%
83%
66%
77%

Continued, next page.
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Table 4.3, continued:

Coping Strategies

Most
Helpful

Minimal to
Moderately
Helpful

Not
Helpful

DEVELOPING INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS
Building close relationships with people.
Talking to someone about how 1 feel.
Involvement in social activities
with friends.
Engaging in relationships and friendships
which are satisfying to me.
Seeking out friends who understand
how difficult it is for me at times.

57%
83%
3%

26%
14%
3%

17%
3%
94%

63%

23%

14%

37%

14%

49%

57%
34%

20%
46%

23%
20%

32%

34%

34%

34%
71%

12%
15%

54%
14%

SEEKING SOCIAL SUPPORT FROM COMMUNITY
Involvement in religious activities.
Taking advantage of local programs
and services aimed at helping
those in my situation.
Involvement in activities specifically
designed for someone in my situation.
Being active in the local community.
Participating on a regular basis in
planned activities conducted by
others in my situation.
Doing volunteer work.
Engaging in club work.

29%
37%

9%
26%

62%
37%

40%

20%

40%

40%

34%

26%

MANAGING PSYCHOLOGICAL TENSION
Wishing my spouse was not gone and
that things were different.
Reliving the past; reflecting on
memorable moments.
Crying.
Making sure that 1 take advantage
all the state and local economic
benefits 1 have coming to me.
Watching television.
Going shopping with friends.

3%
26%

3%
21%

94%
43%

25%
26%

12%
11%

63%
63%
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Table 4.4
Rank Order of Specific Coping Strategies Found Most Useful

Coping Strategies

Score
Rank

%of
Respondents
Who Found It
Most Useful

Believing in God.

1

100%

Investing myself in my children.

2

97.1%

Telling myself that I have many things
I should be thankful for.

2

97.1%

Always trusting my faith to pull me through.

4

94.3%

Doing more things with the children.

4

94.3%

Trying to maintain family stability.

5

91.4%

Being a “good" wife and doing what my
husband wants me to do.

5

91.4%

Doing things with the family.

6

88.6%

Trying to be a father and a mother to
the children.

7

85.7%

Developing myself as a person.

8

82.9%

Always relying on myself to solve problems.

8

82.9%

Talking to someone about how I feel.

8

82.9%

Showing that I am strong.

9

77.1%

Talking with other individuals in my same
situation.

9

77.1%

Believing that this is our style of life
and I should enjoy it.
Doing things with relatives.

9

77.1 %

10

74.3%
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Maintaining an Optimistic Outlook of the Situation
Overall, assigning an acceptable meaning, particularly a spiritual meaning, to their
situation appeared to also be quite helpful in minimizing the impact of war separation. On the
average, this coping category was rated as the second most useful strategy. As shown in Table
4.2, 70 % of the respondents assessed this group of strategies as most helpful. However, there
was more variability in the distribution of scores in this category of strategies than in the
maintaining family integrity category. Differences in usefulness rates given to the individual
strategies suggest that endowing the situation with an optimistic and a spiritual/religious
meaning was the most helpful strategy to a large portion of respondents. Believing in God,
telling themselves that they have many things to be thankful for, and believing that things will
always work out, were clearly considered most helpful. Table 4.4 shows that these three items
were ranked among the top five most useful strategies. In fact, “Believing in God” was the only
strategy among the seventy items that was found most helpful by all of the participants.
In turn, participants' perceptions seemed to be in more disagreement with respect to two
items in this category: “believing that the institutions that my husband and I work for have my
family's best interest in mind" and “planning my future". Whereas 54.3% of the Guard spouses
found the first of these two items as most helpful, 45.7 % rated it as not helpful. “Planning my
future” was rated most helpful by 40% of the respondents. However, almost 46% of the
participants rated the latter as not helpful.

Fitting Into community Expectations
Overall, coping strategies related to fulfilling community expectations were rated as the
third most helpful category. A relative high percentage of the participants (66%) rated the
strategies in this coping category as most useful. Coping strategies related to fulfilling
community expectations appeared to be particularly valuable as guidelines for what was
expected of respondents as wives of military servicemen and mothers separation. Over 90% of
them found that “being a good wife and doing what my husband wants me to do” was most
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helpful. As Table 4.4 shows, this strategy was included among the ten coping strategies found
most helpful by participants. More than 70% rated "living up to what society wants me to do as
a parent" as most helpful.
Only 37% of the respondents found that participating in activities planned for persons in
their situations was most helpful. An equal number of spouses regarded this strategy as not
helpful. This finding may be related to the low level of satisfaction with support services
provided by the National Guard during separation.

Developing Self-reliance and Self-esteem
The group of strategies which promote development of self reliance and self-esteem
was most helpful to 63 % of the respondents. As indicated in Table 4.2, this category was rated
as the fourth most helpful category. In this order, “developing myself as a person”, "showing
that I'm strong”, and “becoming more independent" were found most helpful by a majority of
respondents. As Table 4.4 reveals, “developing myself as a person” was included in the ten
strategies found most helpful. Interestingly, only 26% of the respondents said that learning new
skills was most helpful. In contrast, 71% of the respondents said that learning new skills was not
helpful in coping with separation.

Developing Interpersonal Relationships
Informal sources of social support have been referred to in the stress related literature
as one of those ingredients indispensable for individual or family adaptation to a stressful event.
In this study, however, strategies related to developing interpersonal relationships as a way of
obtaining social support were seen as most helpful by fewer participants than was expected. On
the average, 53% of the respondents found this group of strategies most helpful, making it the
fifth most helpful coping category. The overall percentage for this category, however, is less
informative than examining the differences in usefulness rate assigned by the respondents to
the individual strategies.
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Five of the seventy items in the coping questionnaire refer to developing interpersonal
relationships that can provide some sort of support. The participants perception on the
helpfulness of these strategies were diverse. Table 4.2 shows that a high percentage (83 %)
found that talking to someone about how they felt was most helpful. Engaging in relationships
and friendships which were satisfying to them was rated as most helpful by 63% of the
respondents. Building close relationships with people was seen by 57% of the women
interviewed as most helpful. In contrast, “seeking out friends who understand how difficult it is
for me at times” was found most helpful by about one third of the respondents (37%). Only 26%
of the participants said that participating in social activities with friends was most helpful. In fact,
a considerable high percentage of the participants (66%) rated this strategy as not helpful.

Seeking Social Support From the Community
The coping strategies in this category referred to obtaining and maintaining social
support through participation in activities such as meetings conducted for wives of deployed
soldiers, volunteer work, and other community activities. All of these coping strategies were
perceived as most useful by 40% of the wives. This finding suggests that community activities
did not play a very active role in the social support network of these women.
In general, participants seemed to depend more on family members and relatives for
social support. This finding is consistent with results from a study conducted by Bravo (1989)
which analyzed the impact of a natural disaster on the social support networks of an adult
population in Puerto Rico.

Managing Psychological Tension
Overall, the group of strategies aimed at reducing or managing emotional tension
appeared to be the least helpful coping category. On the average, only 27% of the respondents
rated these strategies as most helpful. In fact a larger percentage (53%) of the participants
perceived this group of strategies as not helpful. "Wishing that my spouse was not gone and
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that things were different” and "believing that my life would not be any better if my spouse were
here” were considered most helpful by 40% of the respondents. About one fourth (25%) of
these women considered “going shopping with friends” and “watching television” as most
helpful. Even though the majority of the respondents reported that they watched television and
read the press daily, a high percentage of them (63%) perceived television as not helpful. As
some of the participants commented watching the war on television “informed them" but also
made them and their children more anxious.
The strategy of “making sure that I take advantage of all the state and local economic
benefits I have coming to me” appeared to be the least helpful strategy in this category. It was
rated as not helpful by 94.3% of the participants. This finding seems natural given that most of
the respondents reported their families were not financially dependent on government aids.

CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION

Discussion of the results of this study is presented in four sections. The first section
discusses the results in terms of trends emerging from the data. The second section presents
the limitations and recommendations of the study. The third section discusses the policy
implications for planning services aimed at helping military families cope with separation. The
final section presents concluding thoughts.

Interpretation of Findings
The brevity of the Persian Gulf War, the considerable public support given to the troops,
the relative low number of physical casualties, and the availability of service programs
implemented by the military to support families of deployed servicemen led to the expectation
that separation stresses would be moderate and similar to the stresses that soldiers and their
✓

families faced during peacetime separation (Peebles-Kleiger & Kleiger, 1994). Findings
suggest, however, that hardships faced by the majority of the wives in this study were much
more difficult and harder to manage than the stresses they encountered during peacetime
separations. The novelty and imminence of the situation, the initial uncertainty about their
husband's safety and the prolonged period of separation were the reasons most commonly
given by participants to explain why the separation was more difficult. In contrast, one woman,
separated from her husband before for more than a year during the Vietnam war, found that the
separation during the Persian Gulf War was less confusing than the Vietnam experience. The
perceptions of these women suggest that there are qualitative differences between peacetime
and wartime separation which add unique stress to the military family. These findings coincide
with recent military family separation investigations (Kelley, 1994; Peebles-Kleiger & Kleiger,
1994) indicating that situational factors inherent to the war event (e.g., length, type, and context
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of separation) must be taken into account to understand the impact these events have on
military families.
The differential weight that situational factors have on the wives' perceptions of
separation and their approach to coping must be understood in terms of the potential effects
(e.g., harm, disruption) that the situation’s demands might have on the participants’ and their
families’ at different points in the course of the separation. For example, the physical threat that
war entails to their husbands seemed to be particularly troublesome for these wives during the
initial phases of deployment and separation. The short length of time that elapsed between
notification of deployment and their husbands' actual departure, the lack of official information
about their husbands’ destiny and living conditions, and the continuous bombardment of news
and scenes about the war exacerbated the confusion, fear, anxiety, and sadness felt by
participants and their children during pre-deployment. As documented in the individual stress
literature, the more imminent and uncertain an event is, the more intense its effects if there are
signals of harm, and danger (Lazarus and Folkman, 1984).
Emotional tension and concern for their husbands' physical safety, on the other hand,
gradually subsided after deployment. Being able to adapt to the new demands that the
separation period imposed on the family life became the main concern for these women as they
settled into a new family routine. Assuming new family roles and responsibilities such as
carrying the father's caretaking and disciplining responsibilities, getting repairs done and
managing the household budget for a prolonged period of time, without the husbands' support
were the problems most frequently mentioned. Missing their husbands' companionship and
feelings of loneliness were also mentioned by a few of the participants as a distressing aspect.
The prolonged separation contributed to the apprehension felt by spouses about being
both father and mother. The efforts made by these women, many of whom also worked outside
the home, to find a balance between their own needs and the new family demands for such a
\j

prolonged period were taxing. The participants' appraisal of their concerns and the demands
encountered while separated from their husbands coincide with previous reports given by
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spouses of both active duty soldiers and reservists in studies of wartime separation (Milgram &
Bar, 1993; Norwood, Fullerton & Hagen, 1993; Rabb, Baumer & Weiseler, 1993; Rosen,
Westhuis & Teitelbaum,1994).
An interesting finding in the study was that in contrast to women who reported having
stable and satisfactory relationships with their husbands, participants who described their marital
relationship as poor evaluated the actual period of separation as less distressing than previous
periods of military separation. A woman who had been exposed to catastrophic stress during
Hurricane Hugo in 1989 also indicated that the actual period of separation was less stressful
than the hardships she and her family faced during the hurricane. Life events such as health
problems for some member of their families, and changing conditions at work, were also
mentioned by several of the participants as events that increased their level of stress during this
stage. These findings corroborate the notion advanced by McCubbin and Patterson (1983) that
the level of stressfulness of an event is shaped not only by the demands specific to that event
but also by the accumulation of discrete events, and the ongoing strains that the family brings to
the stressful situation.

Wives' Assessment of Coping Strategies
Overall, coping strategies aimed at keeping the family together, maintaining an
optimistic outlook of the situation, meeting community expectations, and enhancing self-reliance
and self-esteem were perceived by participants to be the most helpful strategies for coping with
war induced separation.
Maintaining family integrity. As reported by participants, the disruptive impact of
separation was felt most strongly within the domain of their family daily routines. The potential
effects of separation on the well-being of the family, and the wife’s need to immediately adapt to
the changes faced by assuming duties previously held by the husband presented a role strain.
Assuming greater responsibility for decision making, handling finances, disciplining children, and
fulfilling all family responsibilities while maintaining the stability of their families, constituted their
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biggest challenge during separation. Hence, coping strategies aimed at meeting this challenge
were rated by most of the wives as the most useful of all.
This finding, however, must also be examined taking into consideration, the age and the
social position that these women occupy in the military and in Puerto Rican contemporary
society. Most of the participants were middle-class working women in their thirties who had
been married for over ten years. With the exception of four women, the majority reported having
satisfactory marital relationships. As a whole, the demographic profile of this sample presents a
group of mature women who had already faced conflicting demands and choices related to their
work and family roles. Why then were these women's concerns centered for the most part on
the demands and coping efforts related to family life? Why did most respondents, with the
exception of one woman, fail to mention the effects that separation had on their work life? Why
were many of them so apprehensive about assuming their husbands' roles and tasks (e.g.,
managing household budgets, grocery shopping, taking kids to school, disciplining their children
or becoming “the head of the family") while their husbands were away from home? Why was it
so important for them to meet their husbands', and society's expectations for them to be good
mothers and wives? Why did nurturing their husbands and children supersede their own
emotional and social needs while feeling emotionally distressed?
Several explanations are plausible when the gender role structure in such traditionbound institutions as the family and the military is considered. In Puerto Rico, the family still
constitutes the primary source for support and concern in times of need (Zayas and Palleja,
1988). For the Puerto Rican family, obligations and duties of family members to one another are
a point of reference and a source for identification and family pride, strength, and support in
difficult times. Within this context women's position in the family is sustained by being a “good”
housewife, mother and gatekeeper of the family's well being and its values. These traditional
female roles are still highly valued, supported and promoted by a gender-specific division of
labor (Acosta-Bel6n, 1986; Rogler and Cooney, 1984; Toro-Morn, 1995). It is reasonable to
assume then that in light of the disruptions that an unexpected separation imposed on the
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family’s role structure and the absence of clear cut parameters of how to respond to such
changes, traditional prescribed female roles served as practical guidelines for respondents. As
reported by almost a third of the participants doing what their husbands and society expect them
to do as wives and mothers helped them cope with separation.
Moreover, by maintaining a “status quo” in their relationships informants were able to
reduce the strain of separation and any threat or further risk of severing their marriage
relationship. As previously indicated most of the respondents were in a long and stable
marriage relationship. In addition, as married women they also gained the community’s support
and resources from the military. As spouses of civilian soldiers these women's lives are not
embedded in the lifestyle of a military community on a daily basis. In critical times such as war
they are also expected as “military wives” to make the family instrumental (e.g., satisfy their
members needs, maintain stability) in supporting their husband's military career and mission
(Rienerth, 1978). In this regard, it must be noted, that although for the most part these women
were against the war, the majority of them supported their husband's participation in the war.
Traditionally a woman's status and social class in the military is secondary to that of her
husband and independent from the other roles she might play. Gender specific social
arrangements made it hard for women, particularly for women committed to such a male
oriented and rigid institution as the military, to build a strong footing in both the domestic and
public spheres. Hence, decisions in one domain limit their range of choices in the other
(Gerson, 1985). Although in the majority of cases the respondents’ level of education, income
and occupation was similar or higher than their husbands’, analysis of responses to open ended
questions suggest: 1) that they still considered their husbands as the primary provider in the
household; and that, 2) the working status of the majority of these women has not exempted
them from primary child care and homemaking responsibilities. The reference several of these
women made to their husbands as “head of the family", their concern for having to carry out
tasks traditionally prescribed for men at home, their commitment to provide nurturing support to
their husbands and children at the expense of their own emotional needs, their concern for the
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way their husbands would judge what they have done at home during separation, and the
scarcity of references to the demands of separation on other areas of their lives (e.g., work)
suggested that their approach to coping was influenced by the breadwinner/homemaker role
arrangement that prevail in their homes.
Maintaining an optimistic outlook of the situation. Ascribing a religious meaning to the
situation appeared to be a very helpful coping mode that not only generated hope, but helped
sustain the participants' efforts to maintain their families' “team spirit” throughout separation. As
documented by McCubbin and his colleagues (1976) in a study of military wives undergoing war
separation, believing in God guided and united families during prolonged separation because it
provided a source for common bonding to all family members. Faith in God enabled these
women to redefine and give a positive meaning to what was happening to them and their
families. Religious beliefs were particularly helpful during pre-deployment and the early stages
of separation. This finding could be expected given the important role that religion has played in
shaping the social and political conceptions of reality for Puerto Rican people. However, the
importance of what has been termed by Burr & Klein (1994) as “spiritual strategies”, has been
neglected in family stress research. At a time when the search for spiritual values is highly
visible, understanding how religious beliefs mediate in the coping process is an area which
merits increasing attention from stress researchers, particularly, those interested in
understanding how families embedded in cultures with a strong religious orientation cope with
stressful events.
Unexpected events such as war enforced separation can lead the remaining spouse,
and other family members, to revise past assumptions. Although the extent and type of change
is not known, it is safe to ascertain that the separation event is a time that provokes the revision
of past old assumptions. It is worth noting that the way in which participants reframed the
separation experience seemed to change during the course of separation. As the separation
unfolded, wives felt more confident about their capacity to manage themselves. They adopted a
more positive outlook of the situation. They focused less on separation as a period of hardships
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and constraints, and started approaching it as an opportunity to revise past assumptions about
their marriage, their sense of self-reliance and autonomy, and their family values.
A general positive outlook about themselves, and the outcome of the war, were
instrumental in reaching a higher level of adaptive stability (McCubbin & Patterson, 1983). The
changes in the manner participants interpreted and coped with their experiences at different
times during the separation supported the notion common to family stress models that coping is
a developmental task. Future research is needed to examine how military wives select and
employ coping strategies, and how effective these strategies are at different stages of the
separation process and in different separation situations.
Seeking social support. Social support has been referred to in the stress literature as
one of those indispensable ingredients for the individual or the family to adapt to a stressful
event. In general, strategies related to getting social support were seen as most helpful by
fewer participants than what was expected. Differences emerged, however, when strategies
aimed at seeking support from informal support networks were compared to those aimed at
securing support through participation in formal social activities.
As findings in the study indicated, informal support networks provided the main source
of support to these women during the separation. Family members, in particular children and
parents, were described by spouses as their main source of support. As repeatedly reported in
the literature on Puerto Rican families, the family is a major source of support for its members
(De Le6n, 1996; Canino & Canino, 1980; Zayas & Palleja, 1988; Rogler & Cooney, 1984).
Nearly all of the wives felt they did not receive the practical information, nor the
emotional support they expected from the National Guard. Many of these women indicated that
the limited flow of official information about their husbands' safety, and their living conditions
added to their confusion and uncertainty at the initial stage of the separation process.
Incongruence between the information being transmitted by television, the rumors that were
spreading among the support groups, and what the National Guard was telling them, further
exacerbated the stressfulness of the situation.
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As reported by the majority of the participants, neither participation in National Guard
support groups nor involvement in other local programs and community activities helped them
cope with the demands of war separation. The fact that most of these women were middle
class, currently employed, and undergoing an unexpected overload of family responsibilities,
most likely contributed to their limited participation in community activities. In addition, the fast
pace of living, the economic problems, the high criminality rate, and the social distress that
prevails in today’s Puerto Rican society, (particularly, in the densely populated urban areas
such as the metropolitan area), are most probably contributing factors that debilitate and
undermine Puerto Rican's sense of community and the social ties that Puerto Ricans hold to
their extended families, friends and community organizations, and the benefits of these sources
of social support.
In summary, the evidence that emerged from the participants' account on the way they
experienced separation and coping during the Persian Gulf conflict showed that these women
were resourceful and strongly committed to ward off the disruptive effects that war-induced
separation imposed on their families. A positive outlook at life events, religious values, support
from family members and a firm commitment to preserve their emotional stability and the
cohesiveness of their families strengthened their capacity to endure separation.
The extent to which these strategies were found helpful is related to the type of
demands that separation imposed on the respondents' family life and their resources and
values. Gender related factors also influenced the participants' perceptions and approach to
coping with separation by offering them a familiar scheme to deal with being the sole providers
for the family. Family values and expectations related to the gender roles traditionally
prescribed to women in Puerto Rican society served as instrumental guidelines and social
shields in their adaptation to separation.
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Limitations and Recommendations of the Study
Examining a relatively sensitive, low-frequency, unexpected event such as war enforced
separation in a specialized (military) population posed significant limitations on sample selection
procedures and the adequate coverage of the data in this study. Strict sampling selection criteria
along with critical time constraints mainly limited the sample to a small subgroup of spouses and
families of Puerto Rican National Guard soldiers. Efforts were made to assessed how the
sample compared to the population of spouse of members of the Puerto Rico's National Guard
and/or Reserve. No comparable data, however, was available from military sources. Such
conditions of sampling, in turn, make it impossible to generalize the data beyond the special
characteristics of the group studied.
Another methodological weakness in this study was the small sample size. It precluded
more robust inferential statistical analyses which could have lead us to a better understanding of
the factors accounting for variability in the wives' appraisals of coping strategies. Restricted
variability in many of the items help explain the narrow scope of insights generated with regard
to which coping strategies.
In contrast to most studies of the impact of war-enforced separation, in this study
military wives were interviewed not after the separation but while separated from their husbands.
At the time of the interview, most women had been separated from their husbands from four to
eight months. Although at that time, the war had ended, data were collected on the demands
and stresses these women faced during predeployment and warfare time. However, the fact
that measures in this study were taken at one point in time and rely on the informant s self-report
raises one important issue related to the validity of its findings. Were the respondents judging
coping strategies in terms of how well they were working at the time of the interviewed or were
they referring to how those strategdoesies worked at different time junctures during the
separation? As suggested in this study, the type of demands that military spouses faced at
different phases of the separation process (e.g. predeployment, departure, separation)
influenced the way military spouses evaluate different coping strategies. Military separation
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research could thus benefit from prospective and longitudinal studies which could allow
investigators to understand how military spouses and other family members cope with the
demands of separation before, during and after the separation occurs. The use of repeated
measures at different points in time (e.g. predeployment, deployment, separation reunion) could
generate important data for planning support services that could help military families develop
those coping skills necessary to manage adequately the changing needs and demands of
separation.
The present exploratory study provided the rare opportunity to study war enforced
separation on the wives of Puerto Rican National Guard service members who were being
exposed to war deployment and separation for the first time. As previously stated, military
research on families of reservists and National Guard members in general is very limited.
Moreover, although Puerto Ricans soldiers represent about five percent of the Unites States’
Army (Family Support Program, 1997), studies on Puerto Rican military servicemen, their wives
and families are virtually nonexistent. The diversity of data and insights generated by
respondents in this study on the impact and significance of war enforced separation on Puerto
Rican military families may thus provide "food for thought" for future research and clinical work
with military families of Puerto Rican and families from other ethnic origins.
Investigators interested in how families cope with prolonged separation type of events
could benefit from the combined use of quantitative and quantitative methods of data collection
and analysis. In this study, qualitative analyses were particularly useful in uncovering the
respondents "insider's view" of marital and family processes underlying separation. It provided a
glimpse into the everyday meaning and implications that gender roles and social expectations
can have on middle class Puerto Rican women undergoing a war-induced separation from their
husbands. As suggested in this study, traditional gender role orientation and expectations
served as practical coping guidelines for Puerto Rican military spouses undergoing separation.
Given the far-reaching changes taking place in Puerto Rican's woman position in the workplace
and their communities, it is not clear, however, how gender-role changes could have affected
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the choices respondents in this study made in response to the demands of separation. Many
questions still need to be addressed. For example, how did traditional female roles help them
behave in a non-traditional manner by taking care, of the responsibilities that usually fall on their
husbands shoulder? Were traditional and nontraditional female roles in conflict under
circumstances of prolonged husband absence? How did military wives holding paid jobs
reconcile the conflicting work and family demands while separated from their husbands? An
important area for future research is the impact of separation on the military family and on
choice of coping strategies and family decisions prior, during and after separation. The way
different groups of women (e.g. military wives) make different choices in response to different
circumstances (e.g. prolonged separation) could help us understand the nature, range and
implications of the changes that have been taking place in Puerto Rican women's social position
and world view.

Implications for Planning Military Family
Family policies, support programs and services need to be revised taking into
consideration the knowledge gained from military separation research. As suggested in this
investigation and in previous studies (Defense Manpower Data Center, 1985), services for
families during separation is an area where wives' satisfaction is low, and dissatisfaction is high.
The majority of wives that the National Guard was not prepared to help them manage the
demands of separation they faced during the Persian Gulf conflict. Those elements that can
promote the military’s readiness to meet more effectively the needs of reserve families
undergoing war separation must be identified and developed. The guidelines that follow are
based on the review of the military family literature, and the experiences of separation
documented by participants in the present study.
The unfulfilled expectations of resources from the military emerged as a common
problem in this study. The lack of a continuous flow of information on their husbands' living
conditions, and the limited emotional support and guidance provided by the National Guard, -
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particularly during the pre-deployment phase, were the reasons most frequently given by
participants to explain their dissatisfaction with services offered them during separation.
Knowledge of the special challenges that war or prolonged separation represent for families of
reserve and civilian soldiers, and awareness of the family members' perceptions and
expectations about war deployment and separation, should be taken into consideration when
planning services and activities for this population. As suggested by Rosen & Durand (1995) the
spouse's unrealistic expectations about military family assistance during deployment can be a
determining factor in the retention of military personnel.
Based on the findings of the present study, it is recommended that orientation and
training sessions be offered to military wives and their families before and during separation.
What to expect during separation, the benefits they are entitled to, how to secure those benefits,
what resources are available to them in the military and civilian communities, and what coping
strategies have proven useful, must be discussed with reservists and their families. Another
area deserving considerable attention is how to manage household budgets. Financial
problems associated with war deployment and separation are often compounded by the military
spouse's lack of experience in managing budgets (Defense Manpower Data Center, 1992).
One particularly troublesome problems during predeployment, deployment and
separation was how to help the wives and children understand and adapt to the situation.
Evidence from a study (Kelley, 1994) on families of sailors deployed during the Persian Gulf
conflict suggest that children in these families are particularly sensitive to the separation
because they did not understand the information they received about the Gulf War activities.
These findings point out the need to provide support and information for military spouses on
strategies they can employ in helping their children understand and cope with war deployment
and separation from their fathers.
However, the abrupt onset of war and the short notification time between the call-up and
the soldier’s departure could minimize the effectiveness that orientation sessions could have on
military wives and their families. Military wives who have previously undergone separation are
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useful training resources, and audiovisual materials could also be prepared for training
purposes. Moreover, given the instrumental supporting role that members of the extended
family have for Puerto Rican families in times of need, any orientation efforts should include
members from the extended family and other members from the community who are important
to the military family.
Developing a data base on the demographic and family background characteristics of
Guard Members, and their families, could also prove most useful in the design of family policies
and support programs. Information on the family's ethnicity, gender division of labor, stage of
development, marital history, and formal and informal support networks, should be included in
the data base suggested previously. This information could help military personnel identify
families at risk as well as identify those factors making some families more resilient than others
to the impact of separation.

Concluding Thoughts
In general, participants in this study were resourceful and strongly committed to
overcome the obstacles and the stress they faced during war separation. The long-term effect
of this experience on these women and their families, however, must not be overlooked. How
did changes experienced during this period affected their personal development and their
families? How did this experience of prolonged separation influence their adaptation to future
separations?
The United States’ continuing conflict in the Persian Gulf creates an expectation of
further participation of Puerto Rican servicemen in military service abroad. In addition, the
United States’ demilitarization policy in Panama includes the rotation of a component of the

Ejdrcito del Sur -the Army forces previously operating in Panama, to Puerto Rico by the
beginning of 1999 (El Nuevo Dla, 1997). The long-term economic, political and social
implications of this military strategy for military families, and the Puerto Rican community in
general, are yet to be seen. It is already evident, however, that families of the Puerto Rican
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Reserve and National Guard servicemen will probably be exposed more frequently to prolonged
separation. As reported by their commander, the Efercito del Sur will make use of the local
Spanish speaking National Guard and reserve members to help them fulfill their mission in Latin
American and Caribbean countries. Thirty two members of the National Guard force have
already been mobilized to Panama for a tour of duty assignment (Family Support Program,
1997).
Are the EjGrcito del Sur and the military in Puerto Rico prepared to meet the needs of
military families during future separations? Hopefully, insights provided by this study will
stimulate the military to design culturally sensitive family policies and support programs that
promote the ability of Puerto Rican families and families from different cultural backgrounds to
adapt successfully to military enforced separation. After all, the military has gradually
recognized military families, white or of color, American, Asian or Hispanic, as essential for its
success.
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APPENDIX A
FAMILY ASSISTANCE INFORMATION SHEET
PRELIMINARY CONSENT FORM
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FAMILY ASSISTANCE OFFICER INFORMATION SHEET

!• NAME (LAST, FIRST, MI)

2. GRADE

5. LJNIT/ACTIVITY (INCLUDE STAFF SECTION)

7. HOME PHONE NUMBER

3. BRANCH

4. DLTY PHONE

6. LOCAL MAILING .ADDRESS (INCLUDE ZIP CODE)

8. SPOUSE OR NEXT OF KIN (NOK. IF SINGLE)

9. RELATIONSHIP OF NOK

10. .ADDRESS OF SPOUSE OR NOK (Include Zip Code) 11. SPOUSE OR NOK PHONE NUMBER 12. DATE DEPLOYED

13. FAMILY MEMBERS (IF MORE SPACE IS NEEDED, ENTER ON REVERSE OF FORM)
NAME

RELATIONSHIP

AGE

SEX

NATIVE LANGUAGE OF SPOUSE OF NOK
14. .Are there any special needs, concerns or medical problems in your family that require special attention or assistance
as a result of your absence? If so, state the problem and requested assistance below (Continue on reverse side)

15. Does your spouse drive? (Circle one)
Yes

16. SPOUSE OR NOK WORK PHONE NUMBER

No

17. What pay options do you presently have (check to bank, payment to w ife. check to you, etc.)?
18. My personal belongings will be stored shipped remain or picked up by a friend.
(Personal belongings include doting, householkd goods, etc.) If they are to be picked up,
identify the individual you have authorized to pick them up below:
NAME

19. TELEPHONE

.ADDRESS (INCLINE ZIP CODE!

RELATIONSHIP

20. For FAO only: Does individual's Power of Attorney specify individual
listed in 18 above? (Circle one)
Yes

No

21. My family will/will not (Circle one) relocate as a result of this deployment? (If they do plan to
relocate, indicate their new address and phone numbers)
22. EMERGENCY NOTIFICATION
DOCTOR (Name and phone number) SCHOOL (Nane and phone number) LOCAL CHUIRCH (Name and phone number)

PERSON TO CONTACT IN LOCAL AREA (ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE):

23. REMARKS (List any specific instructions that you would like the Family .Assistance Officer to relay to your spouse NOK:

24. SIGNATURE OF SERVICE MEMBER

DATE
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INFORMED CONSENT FORM
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*
Z S 7UD I O

P I LOTO

CON

FA-MI LI AS

D£

del

Caso

H I LI T.KAES

CONSENTIKTENTO DZ PARTICIPACION

Por la preier,:« comiento a ral participacL6n y a la de uno de mis
hijoe(ae) en un eetudio q^e \leva a cibo la Eacuela de Hedicina de la
Dnivereidad de Puerto Rico en colaboraci6n con la Univereidad de
Haeeachueetta.
La part,icipac 16n en eate eetudio conaiete en:
1.
que yo, ccoo naira o encargada(o) de rci hijo(a) aea
entrevist ad a con relacidn a la conducts de eate(a)‘.
La entrevista dura alrededor de sesenta 60) rainutoa.
2. .

que mi hijo{a) sea entrevistado(a) si 4ste(a) tiene
doc e (12) o c,i a afios, de edad.
Dicha entrevieta dura
alrede-dor de treinta (30) ninutos.

Zl objetIvo del eetudio as exam 1 nar iaas a fondo coao ha aido el
ajuste eoocional de los nihos y fareilias de nilitaree que fueron
mobiliradoa al Golfo P6rsico. La inforoacidn que genere tite estudlo
puede •enrix de base para una nejor planificaci6n de los lervicio*
de salud Dental «n el pals dirigidos a fareilias de nilitares.
EntleDdo que toda infornacidn que yo proves aobre ni hijo(a)
ecoo i_nd 1 viduo se eantendri confidencial y que se tocsrin laa
oe-didas necessrias para nantener eats confident!alidad.
Al recopilar
los datos ni yo ni ni hijo(a) lerenoi identificadoo por nonbre.
Ho se ut iliz.a_r£ la Lnf omacidn que yo proves en forma a 1 gun a que revele
n_L identidad ni la de ni fanilia.
Entiendo, tarebi 4 n, qje ni part ic ipa ci6n en eate eetudio no envuelve
riesgo alguno para ni persons ni para ni hijo(a) ni para ningun nierebro
de ni fanilLa.
Hi pa_rticipacidn en el eetudio ee libre y voluntaria.
Lstoy 1 Lbre de rehuasr a participar en el eetuaic y sun deepufis de fimar
• its hoja de comentioiento, puedo en cualquier nooento carebier de
opLr.i6n y rehutar a pa_rt icipar.
De identificarse algun problena a trav4s ae este eetudio, 4ete se
me infcroAri y se me ofreceri orientacidn sobre los servicios a trivia
del sisterea de salud de Puerto Rico.
Hi fires en esta fores signi'fica que he leido y entiendo el planteaniento
precentado y que apruebo y conaiento a participar en ei wetudio y * que uno
de nis hi jot (a s) participe.
Toda pregunta pertinente al eetudio se me ha
contestado

satisfactorianente.
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OOCUKENTO 1
PADRES

ESTUDIO PILOTO TAMILIAS DE MILITATES

1.

Datoa Demogrificos

2.

Cuestionario de Fanilia
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INS7RDCC1CNES X PXDRES
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dies (tardes/noches)
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nor.hre
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irirTrivrsr^rc? \. Yo estcv colaborando con la Escuela de Hedicina de la
Universidad de Puerto Rico, Recinto de Ciencias Midicas.
Me
gustaria hablar con usted sobre un estudio que estamos realiiando
ccn fanilias de ailitares puertorriquefios que fueron aobilizados al
Golfo Pirsico.
El propdsito del estudio es conocer cono fue el ajuste enocional
de los nihos y families de ailitares a la separacidn provocaca por
el conflicto de guerra en el Golfo Persico.
Entendeaos que la
infornacidn que genere este estudio puede dames una idea mas precise de
les recursos y necesidades de estas families, y contribuir a una aejor
planificacidn de los servicios que se cfrecen a esta comunidad.
Para nuestro estudio fue seleccionada una muestra de families
de ailitares de la Guardia Nacional de Puerto Rico.'Usted y su hijo(a)
/spygsE dec ntno selecctonado' han sido escojidos para participar es este
estudio.
Es importante que contemos con la participaccidn de todas las
families seleccionadas ya que es esta una muestra representative de las
families de militares de la Guardia Nacional de Puerto Rico que residen
en el Area Metropolitan.
La participacidn de su familia ccr.sistiri de una entrevista
;e hari a usted y a su hijo(a), si este(a) tier.e 12 ancs o mis.
Irededor de - hcras
El periedo totail de entrevista dura
le
estariar.es
hac
ier.d
du rente el cual
de su hijo( a) y las reacciones de su familia a la separacidn. La
ncial: esto es, ni
in formacidn cue ustedes nos provean s«
o
serin
ide.ntifica
cos
us ted ni su hi j
Si dur ante esta fase del estudio identificamcs algun prob-ema
cual
se
reccmienda
avuda
el
su
familia
para
en. ocicnal
en
>
se le ofreceri orientaci6r.
P- cf esicr.al , se lo notificaremos /
pub;
amas
de
servicios
rogr
sc bre los p
en el pais.
di soonibles
^Tiene(n)

alguna-precunta sobre el estudio?

Antes de coaeacar le agradeceria que me firnara la Ho^a de
Cor.sentiniento que le vov a nostrar.
La nisma es para certificar
que usted esta de acuerdo en participar en el estudio y que
autorica la participacion de uno(a) de sus hijos(as).

1
ENTREVISTADQR:
Luego da que obrer.ga Ijb firr-.aa de la nadre o
padre, vuelva a la pagir.a num. I
para ar.crar
la hora en cue co.-ni.er.ra esta er.rrevisra.
Luego
proceda a * a pagina nur..
1--------—
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Per 1 a p:e«*r:« c 2r.« ier.tc a ci part icipacidr. v « la de uno d e r.
qv e 11 e v a a caijo la I a c u e 1 a de Medicina de la
hijca ( as } e
Criversidad
icc er. col abcracidn con la Universidad de
hts6j:huse:
icipacidr. er. e s t e estudio ccnsiste er.:
qu e yo, c»: oadrt o er, carqa da(o) de ci hijo(a) aea
entretistada c on relacid r. a la conduct a de este(a)'.
L-a en::ev;i;j dura aired edor de » e » e r. t a 6C ) clr.utoi.

s

epue ci hijo(a) aea er.trev* atado (a} al dste(a) tiene
doce (12) o c£a ado*, de edad.
Dicha er.trevista dura
alre-dedor de treinta (30) cinutoi.
Hi cbjeti^o del estudio ee exajolnar cat a for.do coco ha aide el
a ju st e coocior.il de lo ■ n Ido* y farrilias de cilitares que fueren
oebilioado* al Golfc ?6raico. La ir.fortacidn quo gene re e * t e e*tudio
p-ue-de »errir de base p-ara un sejer planificacidn de 1 o a a e rv 1 c i o a
de aalud cental er. el pa la di riqidc* a faciiia* de ci
Er.tieodo que tods ir.fcrtacidn que yo prove a sobre ci hijo(a)
ccoo Lndividuo ae r-».r.ter.dr£ cor.fider.rial v q-je ae tocarAr. las
oerfida s neoes a_ri a s par-a oar.tener ests con fide .noialidad.
Al reoopilar
loa datos oi yc _ > ci hijo(a) tereoii ider.tificadob per r.oobre.
Mo ae utilioar:£ 1 a Lricroscidr. que yo prove a er. feroa elgur.a que revele
mi ideotidad ni la de ci fanilia.
Eotieodo,
, c-j e ci part i c ip a cid o en e s t e e s tudio no er.vue Ive
rieaqo a 1 ~_jo o parr a c i persona r.i para ci hijc(a) r.i para n i n pi r. rtie.tbro
de ci f anil La.
hi part icipacidr. er. el estudio es libre y voluntaria.
Letov libre de rebuaar a p-articipar er. el eetucic y air. despots de fi~ar
eata he j a de ccr.iertirier.to, pue-do er. cualquier cocsr.t: caurbier de
cpLr.idr. y reh-ssr a participar-.
De ideecificar’se a 1 pin problems a trav£a ce este estudio, 6bte ae
oe ir.fo — ?■ -i. y tt Dt ofreceri orientacidr. mobre loo tervicioi j trav6*
del aisterra de aalud de Puerto ?_1 eo.
Mi fLrtoa eo etti forma aiqr.i'fica que he leido y eotiendo el planteerriento
preseotado y que apruebo y con6ier.to a participar en e: estudio y a que uno
de cii hijos(aa) parcicipe.
Tod a prequr.ta pertiner.te al e studio ae ne ha
cor.testade a a t i a f a otor iaoert e .

rirx»

d«i Lotr•▼i*tador

Lima
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‘•Lnero

Sueldo
Parlenlc Brule "enaual
a
&

A CON 7 IN’JACICN

CNIREVISTAOOR:

SE PRESENTAN LAS PREO'JNTAS CUIAS
PARA LAS

7A9LA5

I-C Y

1-0

Y SUS

RSS=£C7:vAs cco:r::AciCN£s.

ase-

C'JRESE CE PJE ®a:0 .A Ca.LT.NA a
CE ES7 A

7A3LA A?ARE ZEN

LAS WSCIAS

CCOiriCACICWES OLD EN LAS COLUPKAS
a Ce las TAELAS I-A y

7«nsual

(.=' (491

(531 (61) (S?' (S3)

(5a) (55)] (551(57) (SSI (531 (£0)

(51) (52) (S3) (54)

(55W56'H (67W55) (£9) (70) (71 )

(72' (72) (74) (751

[Li) III)

(451(45)

AyuCa
COO

(4?)

• ft
6
O

v->
»—C
ft
rn
c

(7) (2)

(3) (4)

(SI

(5) (7)

(51

(=)

(10) (11)
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(=-

OED’l 05

•

3,

<t (*•2)0 3)1)114) (IS )•.*.£ ; (17 )«.;iB) |09) « ZD j (21) (22)

7.

tC*je nienbrcs cs esta faxilla
trabajan?

iCuanto gana nen-

suainente

(NC?c.=.E DEL niEHSRO

(231 (24)(1 (251 (251(271(25) 8(23)

C-: LA rAni'.IA}?

(20) (311 (221 (33)

i
(34) (35'

(35)(371 (331 (33)| (40) (411 (42) ’(42)

(<**)

1
•45) ffcR!

f

{,71

t

i= '

f iZ

' 'c.- ' | i si ' 'cei

1

tv, /cm 'cai

7 ASL A I —D

8.

cAlo'jien er. la fa-silia
rscibe ayuda eco.-.£.-ica?

(5=1'571 (cal f caifc-,1 (a-.

cCuanio rscibe rr.ei'.sualnsnte?

J '=■?!

f a:i fcal

(571(68) (£31 (701(71) (72‘ (73) (74) (75) (75) (77)
CCDIrI0LD EN LA CDLLTTNA d

n
8
dr(2)

9.

cEsta ayuda economica es por
notivo de su salud menial o no?

(3)

(6) (S)

(6)

(7)

(B)

(9)

(10) (11)

O
g

to

io

(121(131 (141(151 (161 (17' (151 (15) (20) f?D (22)

tn

C001FICUE EN LA CDLITTJA c
1.

Salud Dental

2.
8.

No Salud rental
No Aplica

(7S) (52)

a
u
O (231(24) (251(26) (271 (25) (29) (30) (3D (22) (23)

(34)(35) (36)(37) (33) (35) (AO) (41) (*Z) (42) (44)

ftSIUnl (47) (401(49) (50' 1 ; 51 1 132) (52) •’ 3- '• (531

(55U57) (50) (59W501 (5* ‘
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CE DC-06

1C.

i.A qui nivel ecsnorxico usted coosicera que »u fanili* pertenece?
Clase poOre-

DECK 06

1

(67)

Clase medi a
Clase media media-Clase media aliaClase alta--

CMTREV1STADGR:
.

1

Er. base a sus ooservaciones de la vivienda y sus ocupantes rvalue el
nivel economics a que pertenecen:

Clase

(65)

Clase
— ; C!
Clase
Clas® alia-

.

12

EOuien es el je f e de esta Tamilia?

(55) (70)

.

12

iOuien es el cue -as aporta el scsten eccncriico del hcgsr, viva c no da jo

t

(71) (72)

este tec.no?

Ei.'7F£VlS7ADCE:

r

£1 LA PERSONA SEfiALADA VIVE EN LA RESIDENCIA E.N7RE £L NVTEnC D£

PARIEN7E AD3UCICA3D A ES7A PERSIA.

PRE0UN7E: "(NCTERE) es due*»o de algur.a prcpiecad o negocio aoarte de la casa^en
cue vive?"

SI C0N7£S7A SI,

SA£?E A LA P=£0. 17.

SI CCN7ES7A NO, PASE A LA PAOINA

■)] (Cuestisnaric ce rsnilia).

£ N 7 RE V157 A30R:
SI LA PERSONA SE.r.ALA0A NO VIVE EN LA RE5IDEN0IA,

CCCIFIQUE 6= £N EL Ea-AO^u Sc-

F.ALACO Y PASE A LA PREO. U.

U.

iCuil es la relacicn del jefe de esta farilia con la persona cue mas
apart? al scsten economise de este hoga.?

-

______
ESPEOIri:

p.

EN7REVIS7ACOR

hj
(73)

(70

£I LA RELACICN ES HARI7AL/CONSENS’JAL 1N0IOX 51 SEPARAOOS 0

OlVOROlADOS.

IS.

c>iasta cue graco es

Audio esta persona cue n.as aporta al I">cgir7

m
(70) (7=)

81

»o•

cA qua nivel econonico usted consicera que au fanili* pertenece?

rccx 06

Clase pobre-

1

Clase media

(67)

2

Clase media media-----

3
4
5

Clase media • ltaClase

ENTREV15TAD0R:
1.

Er. base ■ sus ooservaciones Ce la vivienda y sus ocupantes evalue el
nivel economics a que pertenecen:
Clase pcbre-1

(66)

Clase media baja-2
—}

Clase media media-

3

Clase media alta- 6
Clase alta-5

12.

cCuien es el jefe Ce esta'familia?

(56) (73)

12.

cDuien es el que mis aporta el scste.n econo-ico del hcgar, viva c no bajs

T
(71) (72)

este tecno?

£L'7F£VlS7ADCrt: £1 LA PERSONA SERALACA Vlie EN LA RESIDENCIA EN7RE £'„ NLTERC DE
PAR1EN7E ADILCICADO a ES7A PERSONA.
P-E3UN7E: "(fOTcRE) es due *0 de alguna pr spiecad o necccic asarte de la casa en
c'e vive?"

£1 CCNTES7A 5* ,

17.

SAL7£ A LA P

SI CuM£S7A NC, PAS£ A LA = ACINI

U‘~.. j1 (Cuestionaric ce ramilia).

c‘« I “C , is I nu.T

■SI la PERSONA SEnALADA Nu VIVE £N LA RESIDENCIA, CCCIFIOJE BE £N EL CSPACIC SI
r.ALACO Y ?AS£ A LA PREC. U.

U.

iCual es la relacicn del jefe de esta familia con la persona que mas
aport? al scsten eccncnico de este hw3a..

_-

—
1 SPECIFICJE

ENTREVISTAOOas

SI LA

RELACICN £5 nAnITAL/CDNSENS'JAL 1N0ICX SI SEPAFADQS C-

DlVORCIADCS.

82

(72) (70

83
«

I:

2.

DXST1CKAHID CX FAAILIA
CCCX 07

INSTRUCTIONS:

AHCRA OUIERO HACER.E ALGUNAS PRCGUNTAS S09RC USTED Y SC9RE LAS

RELAC10NCS ENTRE LOS niEHBROS CX LA FAHILIA C?JC VlvEN EN ESTA CASA.

2.

ENTREVISTAOOR:

La figura matema es:

La iradre fcioi£gica del sujeto-Cl

(20) (21

£1 conyuge actual (no madre biologica)-02
Otro familiar que tenga lazos sanguineos con el sujeto
(SALTE A LA PREC. 6)-02
Citra persona fuera de la familia (SALTE A LA PREG. 6)-04
No hay figura matema---05
2.

Usted y el padre/madre biologico del NlF30(A) viven juntos ahcra?
cf_

..-fPASE
A LA PRZG.4)

A

(22)

LA PREG. 6 )
2

No aolica

c-n

5

Local,

vrvier.do

cuar.ro

1 ur.ro a?

nenpo

llevan

cisadcs

_
(Espociquo

84

a&ot/aeset)

o

4 .

LPcr cuinLo tierrco

astaoo separados?

Un mes 0 menoi---\
ris Oe un mes a

P\as de seis meses H»sta un

ris

de un arto hasta dcs

fUs oe dos

(33)

seis meses-2
-3

aAos-A

aAos-5

No aciica-3
5.

Brevemente,£por quc no estan juntos?

C6nyuge falieci6-Prodlemas matrimoniales (DESCRIBA)
Conyuge tradaja lejos, pero pensamos volver a unit la faniliaConyvge encarceladoDivorciadoOtra r a * on

___._i___

No aplica6.

En la actualidad, oguien llena el rol de padre para este niAc (la
F1GUPA PATERNA)?

Padre biologico continua siendo la figura paterna- - 1
El conyuge actual (no padre biologico)-

-3

Ctra persona en el hogar _
(ESPECIFICUE)
Otra persona fuera del hcgar _
(ESPECIFICLE)
Nadie (NO HAY FIGURA PATERNA)-

7a.

En la actualidad, econo cescribiria usted (figura rr.aterna) su presio
estado de salud mental?

EHTr.EVISTADCR:

LEA LAS AL TERN AT IV AS

Exceiente
BuenoRegular—
Algo malo
Bien malo
No aplica

ENTREVISTACOR: SI LA FIGURA PATERNA NO ES EL PADRE BIOLOGICO DEL NIRO
REFIERASE A LA PREG. 6 PARA IDENTIFICAR LA FIGURA PATERNA ACTUAL.

SI NO

HAY FICURA PATERNA, SALTE A LA PREG. 8.
7b. Y en la actualidad, iccr-.c bescrifciria usted el estado de salud mental de
(figura paterna)?

ENTREEISTADCR:

LEA LAS ALTERNATIVAS

Exceiente'
BuenoRegular--'
Algo male
Bien malo
No aplica

85

(25)

8.

En general, Lzhmo usted describirla la reiaciSn entra (figura raterra

y

DC IX 07

figura patama) ahora o cuando «3taoan V-ntca?
Excelenta-

9.

(3a)

Buena-

2

Regular-

Pebre-

3
A

f\jy ula-

5

No aplica-

8

La voy a rancionar algunas caracterlsticas de la relaciSn uutrimonial y
qulero que ne dlga al describen o dcscrlblan la relaciSn entra (figura
raterna y figjra patema), cast rxrca, a vecea. o caal alemore.
in

UJ
LJ
m

uj

«c —
i_) m
a) se cororendan el iro al otro-1

2

3

(3S)

b) plarean las actlvldade-s de la faedlia V_ntcs-

1

2

3

(AO)

c) cuando hay una crisis x dan aoovo rrjtuo-

1

2

3

(Al)

d) se ccrmlcan Lo que sienten-1

2

3

(A2)

a) entre ustedes se habla oobrs las decislones Lrpcrtantes

1

2

3

(A3)

f) se 1 lev an bien-1

2

3

(AA)

g) hablan sobre sus prsocucaclones-1

2

3

(AS)

ENTESVISTADOR:

LAS PRSGUNTAS NICT. 10 A LA 13 SON SCSRS LA FIGURA F1ATERNA;

LAS PRECUN7AS NUfl. 2A A LA 32 SON SOSAS LA FIGLRA PATESNA .

10.

Oue usted recuerde (ella) / l(figura raterna) alaur-a ve; en su vida ha
padecido de loa nervios o de algLna condicion cnocional?

No---SiNo hay figura wterna ■ - SALTS A LA PRSG.
11.

1

(AS)

2

19

iAlgune vez usted (figura matema) ha hablado con algCn profesional
para algiln problerva suyo relacior.ado con los nervics

1

Noc (_

2

Nc aplica-

8

86

(AT)

12

LXlgjM ve: ha tenido que aer hospitalizada por esa n:£n?

IXCX 07

Si.......— 2

13. iAlgona vez ha tenido que dejar de trabajar o ae le ha hecho inpoaibla
llewar

a

cabo sus quehacerea debido

a

ese padecimiento?

to — SALTE A LA PREC. NLT1. 10 SI CONTESTA NO DC LA 10-13__

14. Este padecimeinto de los nervios, ilo ha tenido durante loa ultimoa
seis(5) meses?
to-SALTE A LA PREC. NLT1. 18-1

(SO)

15. (Figura naterna), lha consultado coo algun profesional para su padcciniento durante los ultimo3 seis(6) meses?

Jj

"

(£s?sc:n'Qur'qus""profesionKl"

;

No apiica-8
16. £Se ha hospitalizado por este padecimiento durante lea ultlmos
seis(£) neses?

17.

Durar.te les ultinos seis(5) meses, lha tenido que dejar de trabajar
0

se le ha hecho inposible llevar a cabo sus quehacerea debido a ese

padecimiento?
toef
No apiica
18.

Durante el-ultimo mes, lusted diria que han habido ocasiooes en que
se ha seotido abrumada por sus problemas?
to_
*

No apiicaNo recuerda/sabe
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‘

decx C7
ENTREVISTADCRi
19.

20.

LLm figura wtimi es la mdrs biclSgica Cel niHo?
to-

-HACA PRECUNTAS NUT1. 20 A LA MJTC. 23-

Si-

-PASE A LA PREG. MJ1. 24-

(£5)

0lt« us ted sepa, ila aani de (MOTBRE DEL NIfiO) tiene o tuvo algln
padeciniento erocional o de los nervios?
to-

- 1
2

—PASO A LA PREC. NlTl. 24-

(55)

B
9

to recuerda/sabe21.

UJ

ECual era su problerra?

in
<£
O
c
y
u

«c
u
ENTREUISTADOR*

LEA LAS ALTERNATIVE
H

De los nervios/locura^Awunoiisro-

-1

Depresi£n--—

-1

Orogadiccioa—

-1

Retardacl£n—
Otro

m

2
2
2
2
2
2

o
z

s a

8

a

(57)

B

9

(53)

B

9

B
B

9
g

(53)
(50)

B

9

A.

w.

(51)
(52)

ESPECIFIOUE
22.

lAlguna ver estuvo hospitalirada per esa cor.dicion?
-1

to-

c(_.

-2

to aplica-

-B
-g

to recuerda/sabe23.

(£3)

LRecLtiS algEn tratamiento profesicral para esa cordicibn?
-1
-2
-B

Sito aplicato recuerda/sabe-
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(6-1)

IfCTRLCCIGNES: AHGRA QJIERQ HACERlE LA3 PUShAS PREC'JNTAS CJE LE HICE
A USTEO (FICURA STERNA), PERO ESTA VE2 S03RE (FICURA PATERNA). f*?
NO HAY FICURA PATERNA, SAUTE A LA PREC. 34).
24.

Qje usted sepa, ialguna vez en su vida &1 (figura paterna) ha padecido
de los nervios o de alguna condici6n erccional?

to hay figura paterna—SAUTE A LA PREC. NUT1.
25.

OCCX C7

33-8

CXje usted sepa, ialguna vez el (figura paterna) ha hablado con alg«xi
profesional parn algun
Plena reiacionado con los nervios? Por
profesional me refiero a psiquiatra, psicolooo, medico o trabajador social
Si---2
No ‘aplica-.-8

25.

iAlguna vez el (figura paterna) ha tenico que ser hospitalizado par
esa razon?

27.

Cue ustsd sepa, ialguna vez el (figura paterna) ha tenido que dejar da
trabajar detido a ese padecimiento?
to—SAUTE A LA PREC. 32, SI CONTEST A NO DE LA 24-27-1

(£=)

No aplica---B
25.

Este padecimiento de los nervios, llo ha tenido durante los ultires
seis(5) meses?
No-S.AUTE A LA PREG. N'jn. 32-1

s:-2
No aplica---8
23.

i(Figura paterna) ha ccnsultado con algun profesional para su padeci¬
miento durante los uitincs seis(6) meses?

to aplica---£

.

30

i£i se ha hospitalizado por este padecimiento cLirante los ultimas
seis(6) meses?

(£5)

(figura paterna) se ha sentido abrixnado por sus prcblemas?
No-

1

(72)

Si---

2

No aplica-

B

No recuerda/sabe

9

ENTREVI5TADCR:
33.

i(FIgura paterna) es el padre biol6gico del niho?
No-HAGA PREGUNTAS NUH. 34 A LA 37-1

(74)

Si-PASE A LA PflEG. NUn. 38—--2

34.

Que usted sepa, Eel papa (biolcgicp)- de (NCToRE DEL NIfJO) tiene o tuvo
algun padecimiento efrocicnal o de les nervios?

25.

No-PASE A LA PREG. NLP1. 32
Si.....

1

No aplica-

e

No recuerda/sabe-

9

(75)

2

ECual es/era su prcblerta?

OJTREVIS7ADOR:

LEA LAS ALTERNATIVAS

(75)

Locura--Alcoholisnc-

(77)

Depresion-

175)
0 i 7 1
(79)(BD)
DECK 03
(D

Drogadiccicn-

12

6

9

Retardacion--

1

2

e

9

(2)

Otrc

12

8

9

(3)

ESPLCIFICJE

i
90

DCCX OS

25.

wei est.wr.'C hcspltaiirado per esa cixwilcipa?

No«(_
No eplicaNo recuerda/sabe
27. IRecibio algwr» tratamlenio prcfesional para esa condicion?
No--

1

(5)

No-apllca-6
No recuerda/sabe-£
25. L>je usted sepa, ielguien en la fonilia, ya bien viva bqj! en el hogar
c elqjn otro familiar ceroarc, se ha tratado de suicidal en algwna
ocasioa?
No-PASE A LA PREC. NLFu 40---1
£i.—---2

(5)

No recuerda/sabe-PASE A LAPREG. N’Jtn. 40..-.9
29.

tOuien (o quienes) fue(ron)? iOuanto hace que ocurrio?
b.
NITERS

NOTcR-

)
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OCCX

LZ.

cs

AMORA LE VOY A fTNCIONAR ALCUNAS CCSAS S03RE LA F A.TILI A
£N CCP£RAL. CN E57E CASO, POR F ATILIA Pt REF1ER0 A TOO AS LAS Pi IRSONAS
OUC VIVEN £N ESTA CASA.
ffJIERO QuE ft OICA SI 10 O'JE l£ rtNClO ■:3 DESINSTRLCCICSCS:

CRIBE ESTA FA.TH.IA CASI SIETPRE, A VECES 0 CASI NUNCA.

c
&

w

in
co
<c
u
a.

LJ
LJ
LJ
>

tn

c.

Las miencros 3e esta faoiiia se dan apoyo y aycda
cuanco la necesitan-*-

P.

Cuando en esta familia se decide algo,

(*7)

al Pace: la

decision se consideran las necesidades y los ceseas
de cada unc de los mienPras oe la faniliac.

En esta fanilia

En esta fanilia

3

(IS)

2

3

(13)

se le da apoyo a cada miencrc" para

que pueda lograr lo que quiere en la vidad.

2

se denuestra cariTo y se reconocen

los sentiniencas de sus rr.ienpros, cono por ejenoic:
la tristeta,
e.

el coraje,

el anor,

etc.-

\

J

Los nienoros de esta fanilia se sier.ten satisfecncs
can la forma en z~e compart en p-jando estan tocos
iuntos-
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(2-.)

DOCUMENTO 2
PADRES

ESTUDIO PILOTO FAMILIA DE MILITARES

1. Eventoa de Vida Estresantes - Padres
2 . Armonia Matrimonial
3 . Historial de la Separacidn
4 . FCI
5. Instrumento de Apoyo Social
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t

de

MTtra CONTROL OE ADULTOS:

MTOC CONTROL OE NIROS:

NLTEF50 OG DOCLTENTO:

NCTBRE DEL ENTREVISTADOR:
NOFBRE

APELLIOO
PATERNO

APELLIDO
TiATERNO

NITERO DG ENTREVISTADOR:

Dia

Ties

Afio

Dia

Fes

AAo

FECHA DE ENTREVI5TA:

FECHA DE RECIBO:

ENTREVISTADOR:

ANOTE LA BORA EN QUE COFIENZA LA ADFINISTRACION DEL OOCUTENTO

at./pti
HORA

ruNUTOs

Circule
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Csbo

CCKIEHCZ UKA HUE7A TARJETA
DOP. COL- 1-10
MOD.
R
1
[11-12]
iTARJZTA HO. _0_1_ [ 13-14 )

I

b

U5]

ZVZHTCS DZ TEDA ESTRZSAHTZS:
(PADRES)
BISTRDCCIONES:

AKORA QUIZRO HACERLE ALGUKAS PRZGUN7AS S03RE DSTZD Y SOBRE LAS
RELACIOHES EHTRE LOS HIZHBROS DE LA r AXILLA QUE VTVEH EH ESTA
CASA.

l£ voy a leer una lista de eventos y digame si alguno de ellcs
le ha ccurrico a usted o alguna de las personas que vivan en esta casa
durante les tiltlmos doce (121 meses, o sea el dltimo af.o.

a)

perdio el empleo o estuvo bus'car.co trabajo por
seis (6) meses-

HO
—
.0

SI
—
2

[16]

b)

prcbiemas ecaniSaicos ?p-ins-

0.

2

[17]

c)

se separd de su esposo/a/ccmpafiero/a cebido a problemas
maritales-

0

2

[IS]

c)

tuvo usted enfemecad seria o accider.te serio-

0

2

[15]

e)

enfermedad seria o accidente serio de sus hijcs-

0

2

[2C]

f)

enfemedad seria o accicente serio de sus padres,
los padres de su marbi.o-tU,-rttso £imi.iisr-oaccanary—

0

2

[21]

c)

rruerte de un hijo, esposc---

0

2

[22]

h)

tnuerte de padres, suecrcs, u ctro familiar o amigo
in tiro-

0

2

l -- ]

tuvo prcbiemas series con un familiar, vecir.c o
amigo --

0

2

124 j

problemas con la ley, policia o tener cue ir a
corte debico a dsto——-*-

0

2

[25]

M

tuvo un robo o asalto-

0

2

l 2S]

1)

•«- - ■' - ~-

0

2

[27]

0

2

[2S]

Lf.

i)

)

r.)

la famsbder.sre trudd de casa--

95

— ——

n)

o)

aumento el niimero de discusiones con su esposo/a
compa^ero/a-

SO

s:

0

2

[29]

0

2

[30]

se ausentd mis da la casa usted o su esooso/a

P)

se divorcif da su esposo/a ccmpaflero/a-

0

2

[31]

q)

empez6 a trabajar o canbid da trabajo-

0

2

[32]

r)

cualcuier otro events cue le haya afectado a usted
o a otro mierbro de su familia inmediata-

0

2

[32]

-ARMCHZA XAIRZHONTAL

ZNTRE7ISTADOR:

1.

SI EL E2T2REVISYADO NO YIZXE ESPOSO/A 0 CDHPAKZ20/A, SAL7Z ESTa!
SZCCION.

cCuan a mer.udo usted y su [espcso/a/ccmpanero/a] hacen ccsas
juntos para divertirse?
Una o mas vecas ai dia...
2-5 veces a La semana.
Coro una vez en semana.
De 2 a 4 veces ai mes..
Cere una vez al mes.
Menos de 1 vez ai res..

2.

[24;
2
2
4
5
6

iCuan a renuco usted y su [esposo/a/cocpanero/a] se
demuestran carinc o se preocupan ei uno por ei
otre?
Una o inis veces ai dla...
2-6 veces a La semana.
Como una vez en semana.
De 2 a 4 veces al mes...
Ccmo una vez almes...
Henos de 1 vez al mes.

1
2
2
*4
5
6

.25]

£Cu in a mer.uco usted v su £esposo/a/companero/a]
discuten?
Una o mis veces al dia.
2-6 veces a la semana...
Como una vez en semana.
De 2 a 4 veces al mes.
Como una vez al mes.
Nunca (Pase a PS).

96

1
2
2
4
6

[26]

4.

Cuindo discuten, cse egreden o se dan
fIsicamente?
HO.

o

ALGUNAS VECES.

1

si.!!.!.

2

NO SE.

g

[37]

SI HO, PASE A PS.
SI CONTESTA "SI", 4A.

cCuin a menudo pasa isto?

Una o mis veces al dla.
2-6 veces a la senanar.”!.
Como una vez en semana.
2-4 veces al mes.
Como una vez al mes..
Henos de 1 vez al mes.
5.

1
2
3
4
5
6

[38]

1
2
3
4

[39]

C 5

1

[40]

No.
Casado o viviendo junto por menos
de un mes.

2

En general, ccdmo oescribirla su relacidn con su
espcso/a/com?anero/a?
(IHSI^UCCION AL ENTREYISTADQR, LEA LAS ALEE2NATIVAS )
Excelente.
Buena.
Regular.
Pcbre.
cAlguna vez se han separado o se han cejado por uno o mis
mes es seguiccs por razones cue no estin relacionadas con
el trarajc o empleo?
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3

HISTORIAN DE 8EPARACIOH
INSTROCCIONESI
Kos gustaria conocar tin poco ui acarca da lo qua ha
aignificadola caparacidn da su atpoio(a) para ustad y au
fajallia* A continuacidn voy a hacarla unas praguntac al racpacto.

.

1

iQuien la notified que su esposo(a) serla mobilirado al Golfo Pdraico?
a.
mi propio esposo
b.
un repreaentanto de la Guardia Hacional
C.
OTRO:_
(Especifique)
d.

no aplica

2. iCuando se
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

lo notificaron?
unoa diaa antea de partir
de doe a cuatro semanaa antea de partir
de uno a tree meaea antea de partir
OTRO:_._
(Especifique)
no aplica

3. iC6mo reacciond uated cuando aupo que au eapoao(a)

aeria mobilirado?

4. iCdmo reaccionaron bub hijoa cuando aupieron que au padre/madre
aeria(n) mobilirado(8)?

5.

ZTuvo que
debido a
a.
b.

mudarae uated o algun raiembro de au fanilia
la mobilizacidn de au eapoao(a)?
Si
De donde:_ A donde:_
No
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HISTORIXL DE 8EPXRACI0N

6.

iTorn6 iu esposo(a) las medidas necesarias para dejarla(o) a usted y su
familia asegurados como dependientes (e.g. an tfirminos legales
y/o de dinero)?
a. Si
b. No
Explique:_

7-

iLe ayud6 la Cuardia Nacional o algun otro de los componentes
del ejfircito a prepararse para enfrentar este perlodo de separacidn?
a.
Si
b.
No
Explique:_

S.

iZn breves paiabras,

7

^Estfi. usted de acuerdo conla participaci6n de su esposo(a) en el
Golfo 7
a.
Si
b.
No
Explique:_____

10.

iCuar.to tiempo lleva eeparada de su esposo(a)

que pienea usted de la guerra de. Jolfo P6rsico?

_mesee
(Eapecifique)

99

desde que lo(a) nobiliraron?

HISTORIAN DE SEPARACIOH

11.iSe habla separado usted de au espoao(a) anteriormente por naa de doa
aemanaa por razonea da trabajo/ compromises militarea (e.g. campamento,
trabajo, “training")?
St__voces
(Especifique)
b- No
81 CONTESTA NO, PASE A LA PRECUNTA 14
c. No aplica

12.

iAproximadamente cuanto ha aido el perlodo de tieropo mas largo en que
ha astado aeparada(o) de au eeposo(a) por razonea de trabajo/compromiaoa
militarea?
a. un mes
b. de uno a tree meaes
c. de tree a seis meaes
d. mas de seis meaes

13.

iC6mo compare el perlodo de separacidn que usted y au familia estan
viviendo ahora con esos otros perlodos de separaci6n

14.

iCuantas vecea ae ha corr.unicado con au eapoao(a)
que se aepararon?
_veces
(Eapecique t)

15.

iHan recibido uated y su familia alguna carta de su eapoao(a)?
a. Si
_cartas
(Eipecifique /)
b. No
Explique:__

16.

iHa recibido au espoao(a) alguna carta de uated y/o sub hijoa?
a. SI
__ cartas

por telifono desde

(Especifique /)

b. No
Explique:____—
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HISTORIAN DE SPERACIOH

17. £Cuan informada(o) ae ha mantuvo uated aobre loa acontecimientoa
de la guerra en el Golfo P6raico?
ENTREVISTADORt
PUEDE KARCAR MAS DE UNA RESPUESTA
a.
lela la prenaa todos loa dlaa
b.
lela la prenaa de vez en cuando
c.
vela y/o eacuchaba laa noticiaa
todoa loa dlaa
d.
vela y/o eacuchaba laa noticiaa
de vez en cuando
e.
nunca lela la prenaa
f.
nunca vela y/o eacuchaba las noticiaa

18. iQue tipo de problemas ha confrontado uated deade que ae aepard de
au esposo(a)? ENUMERE

19. iHa afectado eata aeparacidn au relaci6n con sue hijoa?
a. No
b. Si
Explique;_

20. iHbl afectado la mobilizacidn de au e8poso(a) au relaci6n con
otras peraonas de au familia (e.g. 8uegroa, padrea, etc.)?
a. No
b. Si
Explique;
__
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EISTORIAL DE SEPARACXOK

21. iHa afectado la mobiliracidn da su eapoao(a) au relacidn con
personae fuera de au farailia (e.g. vecinoa, an al trabajo)?
a. No
b. SI
Explique r__

22. £0u6 ha aido lo rnaa di£lcil qua ha confrontado uated durante eate
perlodo de aeparaci6n?

23.

24.

ha aignififado para uated y au familia eate perlodo de aeparacidn?

es lo que mas
de su eapoao(a)?

le preocupa con relaci6n al regreao a caaa

25. iAntea de estar viviendo con au actual cdnyuge, estuvo uated relacionada
de alguna manera con el aiatema militar?
a. No
b. Si
Explique :-----

f

rAu-.»Y rrsjsc ccpv.c an: mCCC ‘.>3<o Ctl'r*
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Adaptacidn al

U.-U»»r».ry ol Vs*.«tsuu-vy*c:»on

u*c:.ort,

:::
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-11a M. Ape Hi-

PCI
FAMILY COPING INVENTORY
Separation and Single Parent Status

Hamilton I. McCutbln

Paullm

G. Bon

Line* S. WII*on

and

Barbara 3. Dahl

=~c-osrmo
Ei ?CI esha dise^ado para dccurerror acuellas ccr.duchas
cue las personas casadas er.cuer.tran Ctiles para lidiar/
enfrer.tarse con la vida fariliar durante les periodcs
de separacidn, va sea per cortc c largo tierce.
Lidiar/
erfrertarse se define core las feraas de ccr.pcrtar i er.to
cue se utilizer individual o grupalrer.te para rarejar
las vicisitudes y aliviar la tersidr. o inccrcdidad qua
traen ccnsigo les accntecirientcs o carries de vida
dif idles.
I'?ST?.UCCIC'?zS
En la prdxira plgina aparecen ur.a serie de craciones
cue cescriben conductas cue las personas casadas pueder.
usar o no para enfrencarse/lidiar con la experier.cia de
separacidn.
Le agradacer§ ccnsidere de cuar.ta ayuda le
ha side cada ur.a de estas f err as de conducta en su prcceso
de ajuste a la separacidn de su espcsc(a).
Para cada una de las oracicnes seleccicr.e ur.a de las
siguientes respuescas:

CCDIGCS:

*

3

de sucha ay':da

*

2

de ayuda aoderada

*

1

*

o

de poca ayuda
r.o ayuda

xrcD □ □ l_

GID

rxcDU □ □ □

s

a
s
>•
<

ao
c

<

c

>•
<
O
3

<
O

<
?

<
K

P
H , O „ >•

<M *■

U

2

<

M .
a i! a j a i
c

!

»

CCKOCOCAS

i

0

12

3

(

0

12

3

[55] .Marcar.Ur.dcr.e er. Js —a
y S-s- arreplada.

0

12

3

[ S7 ] 71ar.dc tsievijis-.

0

12

3

[S3; Ya.-.dc al clr.e.

0

12

3

(S3; Ae.-cde la.-.dc o redeccrar.de
la casa.

C

1

2

3

[ 50 ]

0

12

3

1 SI j Di.ci4r.dcre a -1
:sr.gc r.uchas
qua dir gracias.

C

1

2

3

[ =-; Sc daclar.dc da ■
ccr. 1c 3 de.-ia .

0

1

2

3

[s:;

0

12

3

[54] Cesar rclllr.dcrre
prcfes lcnal.T.e.-.ci

0

12

3

[53] C--.-cl.e-.d3 ccr. :
scccsdad espera
da pa ccr.c r.adre

0

12

3

[55;

0

12

3

[57]

£

£'

Z - ~ - 3 r. c s .

Ir.vclccrir.dcr.e er. traba;r
de prcp-o er. la ccrcc.-.idad.

Salier.dc da ccr.:
=C3 ir.igca.

Parc ic Lpar.dc er.

del sexa cpuesr:

104

0

12

3

[63] Zsrar lecier.dc u:
escilc de vidaar.ipcs, r.uevac
acclvidades, er

C

1

2

3

0

12

3

[53] Creyer.dc* sler.cr
rr.aic pcede pasa
di;ca‘.
[70] Busc2r.dc arr.igcs
er.risr.dar. lo di flcil crce
pin r.i a vecea

vavvaaon vamv aa

0

0

12

12

<

<

2
5

5
p5
1 M

•<[
0
*1

coKcucrxs

O

_

3

12

3

0

12

3

(2]

Asistiendc a la aacuela/
univaraidad.

12

3

[21] Solicltasds ayuda o
consejeria profesional.

13)

Aprer.diando r.uavaa descreras
(a.;, costura, cerimica, etc.)*

12

3

[22] Pirticipar.dc sn actividades
dirigIdas e s p-ec if icaner.ee
para personas en mi sieuaciir..

[<]

Desarrsli Ar.dcr.e r.i a cono
persona.

12

3

[23] Construyer.do una nueva vida
para si r.issa(o).

[5]

Ahorrar.do/ hacier.do ir.veralcnea
de dlnero.

12

3

[24] 3ebier.de alcohol.

[6]

Hariendo cseaa con

12

3

[25] Cor.tar.do sier.pre cor. sis
faniliares.

[2]

Parcicipar.do an actividades
12

3

[25] Kanter.i6r.dsne active en si
ccsur.idad.

[8]

Tratar.dc de aer ur. padre y
una nadre para Isa nif.os.

12

3

[27] Hacier.do cosas cor. sis
fanillares.

Oejands se)

12

3

[23] 3evivier.de el pasads;
per.sar.de er. norer.eea
nenorables.

12

3

[25] Llorando.

2

3

[30] Creyendo cue la9 cssas
sier.pre se puede.n resolver.

*

3

[21] Salier.ds cor. alguier..

1

2

3

[22] Hablar.dc cor. alguier.
aebre cor.o se sier.to.

1

2

3

[22] Der.or.strar.do que soy fuerce

12

3

[34] Csar.do drogas.

12

3

[35] Aeegur Ar.dcr.e de hacer uso
de codas las ayudas
del gobierno que »e estar.
llegar.de.

12

3

[36] Asiscier.dc regular-rente
a actividades orgar.itadas
por personas que se
er.cuentrar. en si situacidr..

12

3

[37] tseabieccer.ds una rutir.a que
no depends de que mi esposo(i
(o ex-espeso/a) este cerca.

12

3

0

12

3

C

1

2

3

0

2

2

3

[9]

120] Creyer.do que la carrera
(r.ilicar) de ni espoao(a)
es lo si8 importance.

12

3

[22]
2

2

3

raniiia.

cora'e.

Oeper.dier.do sier.pre de las
amigos para dame apcyo.

0

(12] Tratande de nar.tener la
•ecabilidad de r<
0

1

2

0
0
i
i
;0

a

1

2

3

[14] S lends r.as indepen.dier.ee.
[15] Lever.do.

0

1

2

3

0

2

2

3

C

0

12

1

2

1

3
[23] Dedicir.dc.T.e a r.i b hijos.

0

COKDUCTXS

SUSP
'[2C] tacaslaciends relaciones
•strsebas con la gents.

0

0

2n<

3

3

3

3

3

<
<
»
c

12

12

12

>•

2
4
P
5

Haslands con personas que
• •tan an si nisma sicuacidn.

0

0

<

C

fl]

3

0

0

I

1
5
D

[26] Creyer.do que las i.nacicucionea
para las que ni esposo(a) y yo
trabajanos tienen en sent* los
sejores ir.cereses de si fasilia

[17]

Aprovechar.do los ser-vicios y
0
progranas locales dirigidos a
ayudar a personas en si s icuacidr.

[18] Oesear.do que ni esposo(a)

(o
(o ex-esposo/a) no se hubiera ido
y que las cssas f u e r a r. diferer.ee i

[19] Creyer.do que aunque ni esposo
esfjviera aqui si vida seria
igcal (c aur.que ni ex-esposo/a
v vo eseuvc6ranes Juntos csdavia)
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I 3= ; creyer.do q-ue sir. r.i e s pc s c ( a :
( o ex-espeso/a) puedo rare;a
sejer la far.ilia y/c el dir.e:

L=CiO PP.Z3ZNTI S3CI3IDO Y CFPZCI20
Ahcra le vcy a prepar.har sctre el apeyo y ayuda pae u«=rr.?d realrer.es hs
durante el uitiro res.
Ncs referircs a tedo tipo ce apeye, core recibir
ccnpartir sus ccsas pesorsles, salir a divarrirsa y rac_bLr faveres.

n

Durants el res pasado, £ha recibido us tad
ayuda, apeyo c ur. favor ds a 1 pars persons?

rr.: ;. j -

6

5

SI
£C*ae tipo ce ayada c apeye ha recibido?
A.

£.Ai pare ctra?

IliCdCfhl (CDNTIA?.,
CCtoEJC).1

5

9
10

ZS? ECZalQtc.;_
3 .

^ .

Durante el res pssado, ^hubiese desesdo
o necesitacc pae le dierar. (alpars/rss)
ayuda o apeyo pae la pae recibid?

NO.1

. .5

^Durants el res pssado usted le ha dado
a otras persorss alpars ayucs o apeyo?

NO.

__

106

S

C.

(REDFiD, SALStf..l

5

15

D.

CITS.1

5

16

£A1 para otra?

_

12

CIOS DINIPO).... 1
S-ICWl (CONTIA3,
C2NSZJ0),.1
‘ b^TEPTlbciAL

3.

ESrECinCOZ:

ii

1

's:.3

tipo de ayuda. o apeyo le did
usted a-esca(s) persors(s)?
A.

5

5

13

5

14
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